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INTRODUCIION

^Ihe goal of thlo projeofr is to create an environment suitable for
higfr quality computer research activities in the understanding and in the
development of methods for information processing. One principle area of
activity is in the mathematical modelling of computer systems. This
Includes modelling time-shared systems, memory hierarchical systems, and
the ARPA experimental computer network.

Another principle area is our

network measurement procedures which we Intend to use in studying the network behavior as well as for evaluating the validity of our modelling and
analytical work. Lastly, we are responsible for establishing a suitable
HOST-HOST software protocol for use in the network i \ <4
Progress toward the goals listed above has progressed well since the
initiation of this contract.

Seme of our earlier work was reported upon

in our Semiannual Technical Reported dated February 15, 1970.

References

[1] through [6] listed at the end of this Technical Report include work
which took place prior to the current reporting period.
In the following three sections we report upon the progress which has
takan place in this current reporting period. Section 2 describes seme of
the mathematical modelling and analytical work for computer systems which
we have developed. The ARPA research group at UCLA has established itself

„„„

,- ,.^.„s,^w^,

as perhaps the strongest analytical group for conputer systems modelling
in the country. In Section 2.1 we describe our work in the analysis of
time-shared computer systems. In Section 2.2 we give results for ccmputerconmunication network investigations. Finally, in Section 2.3 we describe
a recent paper on storage allocation in hierarchical memories. Section 3
is a report on our measurement activity in the ARPA Network. Progress
here has been strong but it is not as yet highly visible outside of UCLA.
In the next six months we intend to carry out elaborate measurement experiments which will involve interaction with other nodes in the network and
will permit measurement work to take place at remote locations with the aid
of the UCLA system. Section 4 describes progress in the area of software;
in particular, progress on the network protocol and the growth of our timesharing system at UCLA are described. Section 5 offers seme conclusions
regarding the Impact of the studies reported herein.

2. M/mewncAL MODELLING

AND ANALYSIS OP COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Our effort in the modelling of conputer systems has applied mainly to
the following three areas:

time-shared scheduling algorittes; computer-

comnunicatlon networks; and storage allocation in memory hierarchies.
2.1.

Time-Shared Systems Analysis

This period has been most profitable in generating new results in the
field of time-shared scheduling analysis.

A paper entitled "Swap Time Con-

siderations in Time-Shared Systems" was published by Kleinrock in June
1970 [13] •

In this paper a procedure was developed for calculating the

average swap time expended on all those customers still remaining in the

■
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time-sharing systan for a very general class scheduling algorithms.

An

interesting set of examples is given in that paper to which this result
is applied and which peraiit one to gain considerable insight into the
operation of these example algorithms.

For further details, see a copy

of the paper given in Appendix A.
In the 1970 Spring Joint Conputer Conference, Kleinrock gave a paper
entitled "A Continuum of Time-Sharing Scheduling Algorithms" [9],

Ihis

work reports upon a new class of scheduling algorithms which, on the one
hand permits a continuum of algorithms to be defined which range smoothly
from batch processing (first-come-first-served) to the well-known roundrobin scheduling algorithm, and on the other hand pennit this entire class
of algorithms to be Implemented in a surprisingly easy fashion.

The prin-

ciple result in this paper shows that for the entire range of scheduling
algorithms analyzed, the average response time conditioned on a service
time of t seconds is equal to a constant plus a linear function of t.
Furthermore, all of these algorithms yield the same value of response time
when the service time equals the average service time.

This paper is repro-

duced as Appendix B.
Carl Hsu, a graduate student working under contract, has made progress
in extending the work reported upon in Ref. [9].

In particular, he has

successfully obtained the Laplace transfonn for the waiting time distribution for the continuum of scheduling algorithms described above.

In addi-

tion, under the supervision of Kleinrock, he is developing extended models
which permit the continuum of algorithms to range beyond the round-robin
case all the way to the foreground-background case.

This will then pennit

/
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one to Implement a class of well-understood algorithms which pass from
the case of no discrimination on the basis of service time (first-comefirst-served) through the most cannon scheduling algorithm (round-robin)
finally to the most discriminatory algorithm on the basis of service time
(foreground-background).
Recently, Kleinrock and Muntz ilk} have successfully defined an extremely broad class of scheduling algorithms which pemit the designer a
large nunber of new degrees of freedom,

Ihese multilevel queueing disci-

plines allow different scheduling algorithms to be effective during a Job's
progress through the time-shared systan based upon the amount of attained
service.

The results of this work are to be reported upon in Munich,

Germany, at the Sixth International Teletraffic Congress, September 1970.
Ihe details of that paper are reproduced in Appendix C.

In this work, an

integral equation was developed which defined the waiting time in the case
where round-robin was the discipline used at some internal level within the
system.

Until recently that integral equation remained unsolved; however,

since publication of this paper, Kleinrock, Muntz, and Rodemich have solved
that integral equation for a rather wide class of service time disciplines,
and these results are reported upon Ref. [16] (currently in preparation).
Moreover, the application of that result in a variety of interesting situations is currently being prepared as Ref. [17].
As pointed out many times before by this research group, two outstanding problems remain unsolved in the area of time-shared scheduling algorithms.

The first is the problem of considering a time-shared systan as

containing multiple resources for which competition takes place.

. . •.
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example, the storage capacity, the central processing unit, the Inputoutput devices, and the data channels connecting these devices together
and to the users are all resources which undergo competitive demand. It
Is clear that the single resource analyses (for exanple, those reported
upon above) have reached a point beyond which It Is perhaps not profitable
to go before we understand considerably more about the multiple resource
case.

The second outstanding problem is that Involving the cost of delay

and defining In a careful and meaningful way an appropriate criterion of
performance for time-shared systems. Once this Is done, then optimization
of scheduling algorithms and other resource allocation algorithms can be
carried out. Regarding the first of these problems, some progress has
been made by our group In the area of analyzing one aspect of user behavior
as It affects the system per^nnance. Chu has studied the effect of the
bursty nature of user Input over character-oriented Input-output devices.
This work Is reported upon In Ref. [18] and forms Appendix D of this report.
This problem grows out of studies on the design of statistical multiplexors
which are useful In data conmunlcatlons problems.
2.2.

Ccrnputer-Cctnnunlcatlon Nets

Our effort In the analysis and optimization of ccrputer-coninunlcation
networks has continued and accelerated since the last reporting period.
In this section we note results which have been obtained in the areas of
multiplexing, routing, optimum channel capacity assignnent, and certain
topological studies.
At the 1969 Fall Joint Computer Conference, Chu presented a paper on
"Asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing for Time-Sharing Canputer Systems"

»

?o].

More recently, he has continued that study under our support and

has published a paper entitled "Selection of Optimal Transmission Rate
for Statistical Multiplexors" [12].

In this paper he considers the trade-

off between the cost of transmission between computers and the cost of
duplicating storage files at each.

Ihis paper forms Appendix E.

We have for seme time now been involved with the design of the routing
discipline in the ARPA Network and are continuing this interest.

The prob-

lem of studying a variety of message routing strategies forces one to create
suitable models of the nodes in that network, as well as a means for describing the message flow.

Gary Pultz, another graduate student, has been ac-

tively investigating this area, find Appendix P is devoted to his progress
in computer network studies.

Ihe results so far indicate that the models

we have created correspond very well to the simulation results over many
operating ranges and operating modes.

Jack Ziegler, also a graduate student,

is investigating the propagation of nodal storage blocking effects within
the network.

Some analytical results have been obtained in this area, and

he currently is completing the details on a digital simulation based upon
an epidemiology model of the way in which this blocking phenomenon propagates through a network.
Our previous Semiannual Technical Report included a copy of Ref. [10]
by Kleinrock on "Analytic and Simulation Methods in Ocmputer Network Design."
Ihat pape:? was presented and published in the 1970 Spring Joint Conputer
Conference Proceedings.
Recently, Professor Cantor in the Mathematics Department has been contributing to our network effort at UCLA.

■
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His interest lies in network flow
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theory and mathematical progranming techniques.

We have been collaborat-

ing on some shortest route algorithms for our ARPA Network simulation program.

Recently, he completed a paper on "Non-Blocking Switching Networks"

[15] J this work provides titter upper bounds on the number of switches
necessary to connect one set of input lines to a second set of output lines
in a non-blocking network.

Mario Gerla and Luigi Pratta have recently

Joined us as graduate students and are currently investigating connectivity,
survivability, and optimum topological design for computer networks.

TMs

effort is beginning to receive the proper attention that it should at a
modelling center such as ours.
2.3.

Memory Allocation in Hierarchical Memories

A recent study by Muntz and Uzgalis on "Dynamic Storage Allocation
for Binary Search Trees in a IVro-Level Memory" is included as Appendix G
in this report (Ref. [18]).

This paper presents a remarkably efficient

algorithm for placing storage entries into a hierarchical memory in the
case where the data set is tree-structured.
the technique is near optimum.

An analysis has shown that

■

3.

NENORK MEASUREMENTS
The network measurement activity has consisted of two major efforts,

(1) the development of the network measurement and control programs
which handle the measurement data and generate artificial traffic, and
(2) the analytical studies Involved with the data analysis and relating
the measurements to the network behavior and models of such behavior.
Other efforts have Involved our continuing coordination with BBN, and
seme Initial network experimentation and measurements using artificial
traffic.

Each of these efforts Is discussed In more detail In the follow-

ing paragraphs.
3.1.

The Measurement and Control Program

The network measurement and control package was completed during
the reporting period and Is now operational.

This program consists of a

set of routines which (1) accept measurement data from the network,
(2) control Its processing and print out, (3) handle the Initialization,
control and termination of tests, and (4) provide a substantial message
generation facility to generate artificial traffic.

Ihe data handling

routine Is a FORTRAN program which formats and prints out the measurement
statistics generated by the IMF's.

The program uses a number of assembly

language subroutines wlilch Interface with the system monitor and control
the Interrupts, the clock and the IMP Interface.

In addition, the program

can generate artificial traffic over a number of links and with a variety
of message lengths and frequencies.

'Hie individual most active in this

area at UCLA has been Gerald Cole, a graduate student on the contract.

8
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The measurement program Is controlled from the operator's console
in a manner similar to that used to set up experiments at the IMP
console.

For example, the experimenter would type SNAP@ followed by

5 @) if he wished to have only every fifth snap-shot data message
printed out.

He has similar control capabilities for the accumulated

statistics and trace data messages, as well as having control over the
destination of the data (the line printer or magnetic tape), the
source of the data (from the HIP or magnetic tape), and other optional
features such as a decimal "dump" printout of the received data.

The message generator portion of the program allows the user to
specify which of the 63 possible generators that he wishes to utilize,
and to define the destination, the Initial message length, the final
message length, the increments for successive runs, the duration of
the run In millisecords, and the number of messages sent on each link.
If a non-zero length Increment has been specified, the experiment will
terminate after the end message length has been run; but for a zero
increment value, it will create continuous traffic until stopped from
the operator's console.

Statistics on the artificial traffic can also

be printed out on the console at the operator's request.

Since the measurement program is of value to a number of experimental and research efforts, it has been documented in considerable
detail, including a well commented program listing and a user guide

.

i
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v*ilch was published as part of the Miscellaneous Network Note series.*
Ihe latter document lists and describes each of the thirty different
cormands Including a precise format description as well as a description of what functions each conmand performs.

3.2.

Analytical Efforts Related to Measurements

3.2.1.

Data Analysis Efforts

Most of the data analysis effort has been devoted to the study of
how one interprets data which has been obtained in logarithmic histogram
formats, i.e. such as are used to measure packet and short message lengths.
The approach has been to consider the logarithmic data as being the result of a transformation of variable from the actual variable of interest,
x, to a new variable, 5 .

Therefore, the desired Infoimatlon

(the mo-

ments and/or density function) have been transformed into functions of
the variable 5 $ and we must perform the Inverse transformation to obtain
the desired data.
density

Results were obtained relating the moments of the

f(x) to the moments of the transformed function «(5) but this

relationship had very poor convergence properties, i.e. many higher
moments in 5 were required to compute the moments In x.

A second rela-

tionship was subsequently found using central moments which had better
convergence properties.

The analysis also included considerations of the

grouped data aspects and resulted in the development of new moment correction formulas which compensate (on the average) for the fact that the

* Misc. Network Note #9« "Network Measurement Program", by D. Karas,
30 June 1970

10
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data points are not uniformly distributed over a histogram Interval.
A relationship was found which relates the moments of x directly to the
log-histogram values, which when combined with the correction formulas,
should provide good estimates of the nonents from the relatively coarse
histogram data.

3.2.2.

Relations Between Measurements, Models,
and the Actual System

An attempt was made to formalize the relationship between the
measurements which ore takes on a system, the models of the system, and
the system Itself.

Ihe system was considered to be represented by a set

of structural relationships and a set of behavioral state variables.
Measurements were then classified as being either subsets of the state
variables or as a set of functions of present and past state variables,
e.g. averages or histograms.

The structural aspects are generally implicit

in the measurements, e.g. the connectivity of IMF's as expressed by the
modem output destinations.

Models of the system can vary considerably in the degree of
detail which they include, and are not necessarily subsets or functions of
a subset of the state variables.

This difficulty leads us to at least tem-

porarily abandon this approach as being a viable formalism, and subsequently
it has been used merely as a classification vehicle for representing the
various measurement techniques.

3.2.3.

Control Aspects of Measurements

Cne of the functions of the measurement activity is to provide

11
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insight Into potential netvrork ImprovementM, fine-tuning, and perhaps
eventually self-adaptive control.

This necessary insight is developed

by a combination of measuring and modelling efforts; and as an example,
we are investigating the effects of varying the priority threshold.
This threshold is presently set at a length of five IMP words, i.e.
messages are considered to be of a higher priority if they do not exceed
this length.

Cox and Smith have considered this problem based on an

exponential service time

and found the optimal threshold to minimize

the average queueing delay.*

This work has been extended during the

recent weeks to consider hyperexponential service because the user-tocomputer and the computer-to-user message lengths have considerably
different means, although we have assumed that each can be modelled
separately by an exponential service time.

More detailed models which

consider the truncation effects of packet size segments are being
developed.

3.3.

Coordination With BBN

Coordination With BBN on the measurement effort has continued, but
at a lesser degree since they have completed their portion of the measurement package.

However, there have been some minor changes in the measure-

ments such as deleting the ASCII conversion queue lengths from the snapshot formats and Improving the resolution of the round-trip and arrival
time data.

V/e requested that they change these readings to utilize the

100 psec. clock instead of the 25.6 msec, clock, since the latter was
comparable to the times that were being measured.

* Cox, D. R. and W. L. Smith, "Queues", Methuen's Monographs, 1961,

12

Various UCLA personnel cooperated with BBN In their network tests.
Much of the artificial traffic capability discussed In section 3 .1 was
originally developed as part of that effort,

3.^.

ExperlmentatIon

Some experiments have been run to exercise the network and to checkout the usage of the measurement routines.

Figure 1 Is a portion of an

accumulated (12-Sec.) statistics printout from one of ttiese tests, and
shows the traffic that was established on each Inter-riP coimunlcatlon
line.

This particular test utilized several of the measurement messages

as artificial traffic to supplement the IMF's pseudomessage generator.
A snap-shot of the modem queues for a similar situation, but with a
different subset of the IMF's Is shown In Figure 2.

A trace message from

a third test Is shown In Figure 3, and represents the trace data from a
short (priority) message from UCLA to SRI.

The message was sent via

UCS3 because the channel 1 modem at SRI was looped.

Other tests had been run to iebug our measurement routines and to
gain familiarity with interpreting the measurement results, but some of
the tests provided sane Interesting results in themselves.

For example,

the propagation delay between UCSB and SRI was calculated from trace
data and was felt to be too high.

We later found that the line between

UCSB and SRI was routed via Los Angeles, which explained the slight extra
delay.

13
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NETWORK AM) SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
This section covers work done In the Spade group during the first

half of calendar year 1970.

The larger portion of our effort has gone

Into fixing and extending the SET time-sharing system, the remainder
of our effort has been on the network.

In tenns of progress, however,

the network effort has been much more visible.

^t.l. Network Progress
Following a mandate to change the protocol so that it would permit access to a Host without logging jnto it, the Network Work Group
developed the present and more powerful protocol.

UCLA has been a

major participant in the Network Working Group, with Stt/e Crocker
becoming chairman in May.

A paper authored by S, Carr, S. Crocker

and V. Cerf [11] was presented at the SJCC in May.

Network meetings

were held on March 17 at UCLA, May 7 in Atlantic City, May 8 at Lincoln
Laboratories, June 29 at Harvard and July 1 at UCLA, and Network Working Group/Request for Comnents numbers 28 through 59 were written and
distributed.

About a third of these NWG/RPC's were written at UCLA;

eight other sites contributed the remainder.

The outcome of this effort is the agreement on a Host-Host protocol, substantial progress in the development of the next layer of protocol, and explanation of some of the very hard problems in using complex

"Signa Executive.
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interactive subsystems over the network.

NWG/RPC's 33, 36-40, 44,

46-50, 54, 55, 57-59 relate to Host-Host protocol, NWG/RPC's 42 ard
56 cover the next layer, and NWG/RPC's 31 and 51 pertain to higher level
languages to deal with complex subsystems.

In addition to the effort on the general Host-Host protocol, we
engaged in an experiment with SRI and another with Utah.

These exper-

iments showed that all of the operating systems contained deficiencies
which prohibited convenient network operation.
not use the Host-Host protocol.

These experiments did

These deficiencies were that multiple

layers of control character scanning on the PDP-10 prohibited getting
necessary control characters, e.g. a carriage return down to the subsystem, and on the 940 it was not possible to log-In.

On our system,

it was very painful to operate in character-oriented mode.

These systems

are all undergoing modification to correct these problems; moreover, the
Host-Host protocol provides a general solution to some of the problems,

Plnally, during March we provided programming support to the BB&N
staff for their network experiments conducted at UCLA.

We are also

supporting Jerry Cole's measurement work.

4.2.

System Developnent

The GORDO time-oharing system acquired from LRL at Liverraore required major modifications and extensions at the beginning of this year;
the system has been modified to run on our hardware, and extensions to
the system are underway.

The Inportant differences between our

18
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hardware and Llvemcre's are disk geometry, consoles and number of
register blocks. The extensions to the system which have been completed are the Inclusion of a background batch processor, the modification of the terminal handler to treat a variety of temlnals and
to provide for both character-oriented and llne-orlented communication,
and the construction of Interactive utilities for moving, listing and
deleting files and starting, stopping and examining processes. Current
facilities also Include FORTRAN, an assembler ana loader, MetaS, and
a very major effort has also been expended on docunientatlon. Ihe
status of the system Is detailed in notebook fom and runs to about
350 pages, Deslgi changes and preliminary specifications of new
facilities are documented as Spade Design Notes; Spade Design Notes 5
tlirough 25 appeared in the first half of the year. More formal user
documentation manual on Bocch, the background batch processor, has been
produced.

The changes in the time-sharing system have been extensive enough
to merit changing the name.

Taking a cue fron BB&N which is producing

TENEX, for TEN Executive, our system for the Signa Seven is SEX, Ihe
SEX system is currently running 2-6 hours per day and is servicing the
Spade group. Pull time operation is projected to begin after September
1 and before December 31.

Implementation of the protocol should be

complete by September 5.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS AND SELF-EVALUATION
We feel that the effort expended In the modelling and analytical

area has paid off handsomely and will continue to develop and grow in the
directions indicated in this progress report.

Our measurement effort has

been moving slowly as the network itself has unfolded during these last
few months.

That effort is new taking a step function increase in activity

and extensive tests using artificial traffic are now being Implemented.
When real traffic begins to throb in the network, then that measurement
activity will shift over and measure the actual traffic conditions.

We

have put considerable effort into the network and systans software, and
progress in that area has been substantial.

The network protocol is now

moving along very nicely and should peak out sometime within the next six
months.

The same may be said about our time-sharing system, SEX.

The

effort has been vei7 large, and we are Just now beginning to reap the benefits of that investment.

We hope to be able to shift the enphasis from the

hard core programing required of these last two tasks into the modelling
and analysis area.
As a result of our efforts, UCLA now has an excellent reputation in
the area of modelling and analysis among computer scientists and is an
acknowledged and Important participant in the ARPA Network community.
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normalized queuing delay due to bulTering is equal to 1.25
character-service times. Since each service time equals l/|i
■ 1/240=4.16 ms, the waiting time of each character is 5.06
ms. Now suppose the number of terminals increases from 48
to 96, so that the traffic intensity is less than unity, two transmission lines are needed, and the traffic intensity is still equal
to 0.6. From Fig. 2, the buffer length corresponding to the
desired overflow probability for two transmission lines is
about 14 characters. The waiting time is about 0.8 characterservice times which is equal to 3.33 ms. Although the difference between 5.06 and 3.33 ms may not be detected by a
user at a terminal, a common buffer-of the same size operating with two output lines can handle twice the number of
input lines as with one output line. Thus, the common buffer
approach permits handling a wide range of traffic without
substantial variation in buffer size.
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Swap-Time Considerations in Time-Shared Systems
LEONARD KLEINROCK, MEMBER, IEEE

itbsfracf—Solved for is the expected swap time expended for
those customers in the system of queues in general models of timeshared systems. This quantity is expressed in terms of the expected
queueing time conditioned on required service time and is applied to
a number of examples of interest.
Index Terms—Modeling and analysis, processor-sharing, queueing analysis, scheduling, swap time, time-shared.
1

1

INTRODUCTION

N'

UMEROUS authors have addressed themselves
.to the problem of solving for the average response time 7' in time-shared computer systems
[l]-[ll] and an excellent summary of such investigations is available [9]. Many of these studies condition T
on the required service time (i.e., the required processing
time) t which we denote by 7"(/). Some go further and
introduce an external priority system, solving for 7"p(/)
which is the average response.time for a customer from
priority group p who requires I seconds of process!IIR
time [4 ].
Recently a new quantity, the distribution of attained
service lime NP(T) was calculated [6] for any priority
M.uuiscript rrccivrd AliglMt 14, 1960; revised Pcrcinbcr 16, 1960.
This work was supported by the Advanced Kosearch Project*
Agency of the Department of Defense under Contract DAIIClS69-C-Ü285. Reproduction In whole or in part is |)cnnittod for any
purpose of the United Stales fioNcriuncnt,
The author is with the School of KnginGcrinil and Applied Science.,
University of California, Us Angeles, Calif. 90(12-1.
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This piper evolved from and is an extension of the paper in [i].
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feedback queueing system which satisfies Little's result
(which states that the average number to be found in
the system is equal to the average arrival rate of customers times the average time spent in that system).
NP(T) is defined as the expectation of the number of
customers in the system of queues from priority group p
who have so far received exactly r seconds of useful
processing. A customer is said to IK; in the system of
queues whenever he is waiting for Us next quantum of
service time during his request foi t seconds of total
service. We assume that on his Ht.\ visit to service, a
customer from priority group p will receive the attention of the processing unit for gpitQ seconds.
RKSUI.TS

In this paper, we are interested in swap-time considerations. (Swap time is the time spent in removing
the old customer from and bringing the new customer
into service, as well as any other cost in time directly
related to this operation.) Our main result is that a
measure of this quantity is simply expressed in terms of
A^p(r) as follows. We direct our attention to the customers in the system of queues and we inquire as to the
expected time S, which has been expended in swapping
for tiiis set of customers. The answer comes directly
from Npir). First we note that all customers from group
p who have visited the service facility exactly n times

wT^wj-r-.- ■
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must so far have received useful processing in an amount
equal to
■
r
» •= 52 (ipiQ - ffp») seconds

where
MTn+x) ■ ßp(Tn+l) -BP(T«)
= P [customer from group p has required
service time f such thatTB<<<T1,+1)
= P [customer from group p requires exactly
n + 1 visits to the service facility].

(1)

i-l

where 9,,. = (wasted) swap time used for a customer
from group p on Ills «ill visit to service.2 Tims only T„
will appear as a meaningful argument for ./V,,(T). Clearly,
then, the expected swap time expended for all customers
from group p who are in the system of queues must be

Proof: We have ypn = ndp. Substituting this in
(5) and using 1-5,(T„)= [1-5,(TB+1)]+[ß^r»,,)
■Bp{Tn)] we get (6).
Corollary 2: For 6pn-dp and P = l (i.e., no priorities
and so we drop the subscript p) we have

(2)

S~\9 ZnbiTH+l)W(rn+l)

n-l

n-l

(7)

where
- X9 E [1 - liirn)]W(Tn).
Ö

n-l

(3)

T„ n = 2J PBut from Theorem 1 of [6] we have that
A>.) - Xp[l - ^(r„)][n-p(rM 0 - Wf{Tn)]

(4)

where
X, = average arrival rate of customers from group

P,
Pp(/)-P(reqinred processing time for customers
from/>th priority group<0i i»nd
ly,^)—expected wait in queues for customers from
group p who require a total of t seconds of
processing.
Finally, to solve for 5 (the expected swap time expended
on all customers in the system of queues) wt have the
following.
Theorem I: For time-shared systems ((?>0)

Proof here is immediate from Corollary 1.
We now consider Theorem 1 plus its corollaries for
the processor-shared systems [4]. These systems i'c
time-shared systems in which the quantum size Q i>
allowed to shrink to zero. In this limit for Q—>0, we
must obviously contain the swap time dpn in a meaningful way such that fpBö>ö,„. This we do in the (theoretically) natural way, namely, defining
(8)
gpnQ

where we require O<0p,<l. Thus 4>pn is that fraction
of the wth quantum given to a customer from group p
which is wasted due to swap time. In the limit as Q—*0,
we must then define
^(T)

where for a given p and T, we consider an n = n(Q) increasing as Q decreases such that

W

P = total number of priority groups.
Observe that 5 is expressed in terms of known quantities (y?n, Xp, ßp(T„)) and a function lVv(Tn) which is
the average conditionar waiting time; this last measure
is the usual one solved for in the analysis of time-shared
systems.
Corollary l: Forö),„=0p independent of n,
r «

EM,.

P

i

- Urn £ (gpiQ - op.) - lira £ «p.(?(l - «p.).

(10)

O-o ,vi

As discussed in [4], this Q—*0 limit has useful characteristics in our analysis of time-shared systems. Developing
the analogous equations here, we have

where

5-

T

Q-o .„i

•[H',(rB+1)-irp(rn)]

;•

»«3)

II(Q)

p~i j.-i

(9)

Q-.0

5-E5,-f E^Ml-J^r,)]
p-j

= lim (/>,„

I>,(wn'„(r..,.)

U.i

(6)

(11)

J 0

where
TPW

= (

«f

,(0^.

(12)

Note that 7P(T) is the time wasted in providing r
seconds of useful service to a customer from group p.
But, from Theorem 2 of [6], we have that
A'p(r) = Xp[l - /ip(r)]---''--dr

-ZU " »,(r,))n%(r.)l
n-l

5p= fM7p(r).Vp(r)rfr

(13)

J

Wc aisunie tlic otivioui condition tli.it truQ^t^f ^

M

''" "•

where Xp, /<,,(/), and Wf{l) are as defined above and
A^p(r) is now an expected density function.
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We thus have »S for this case as follows.
Theorem 2: For processor-shared systems (Q—>0)

the discrete round robin infinite-input population system [S] where

(14)
p~t

viJ t

\

This last may be interpreted as a Stieltjes integral in
the case that WT{T) is discontinuous.
Corollary 1: For <t>p{r) =<t>p independent of T, we have

s=

p

EM,
p-l

/•»

I

\\ - Bpi

J 0

<-'T>-

/

6(rn+i) = (1 - <r)<r-

« = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; 0 < <r < 1 (19)

P[l arrival in interval of length Q] = \Q;
0 < XQ < 1
>

/ [0 arrival in interval of length Q] = I ~ \Q

(15)

gpn= 1^= 1

Proof here is immediate since 7,(7) =T</>p by (12).
Corollary 2: For <l>p(j)=4>p~4> ('-e., no dependence on

r and P = 1 giving no priorities thus allowing us to drop
all subscripts) we have

5 = X« JM r[l - B(r)] (-~~) dr.

or

where P[x] is read "probability of x." This system has
an exact solution for Wfrn), (for 0 = 0), and also a simple
approximation to W(Tn) given below (see [5]):

W(rn) = W(nQ) S

(16)

pnQtr

(20)

1-p

where

(Observe that (11) through (16) for the processorsharing case are analogous to (2) through (7) for the
time-sharing case.) It is important to note in this last
(simplest) case that ratio of 5 to f (the average attained
service) is given simply as follows: f is defined by

f TAr(r)rfT

Jo

(17)
f N(j)dT
Jo
where the denominator is merely Ar = expected number
of customers in the system of queues. Since, from (11)
and for P = 1, we have
5=f 4>rN(r)dT,
Jo

p = X(3/(l - a).

(21)

When we consider 0>O, a number of considerations
enter. The major question is now to keep the discrete
model intact since, for example, if 0 = 0/3, then a
customer requiring Q seconds of useful processing (one
quantum for 0 = 0) now requires a noninteger number of
quanta. No satisfactory way appears to resolve this,
and so we will take two approaches. We begin with a
continuous distribution of service time, namely the
exponential, where /"[service timeg<] = l — c-"'. We
then recognize that all customers with n(Q—d)<t
£(n+l)(Q-d) will need exactly (M+I) visits to the
service facility (we make the simplifying, but serious
assumption that unused portions of quanta are lost)
and the.probability that a new arrival satisfies such a
condition is
/>(n+me-»)

we then obtain

ve-t'dl = (1 - e-^o-»)) [«-"<«-•)]».

6(r,
5
— = 0iV
f

MO-«)

(18)

which clearly represents the ratio of average (wasted)
swap time to average (useful) attained service time for
the set of customers still in the system of queues. The
simplicity and intuitive appeal of this last equation
further supports the utility of using processor-shared
models.
.

Comparing this to (19), we make the correspondence
ff
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(22)

We then apply (20) and (22) to Coro'Jary 2 of Theorem
1 to give for this example,
«0

S =-- X0 E »»(1 - <r)<rnpnQa/(l - p)

EXAMPLES

In order to apply the results obtained above, we must
find in the published literature solutions for Wp{t)
(the expected wait conditioned on a service requirement
of / seconds) for time-shared systems which account
tor swap time. Such results arc not especially numerous.
We do, however, find sonic useful examples.
Example 1: Lei us apply Corollary 2 of Theorem 1 to

= g-^o-«).

- \o £ <^XW(1 - P)This gives
S

XOpQa*

ä~p)(r-'«os

(23)

where p and cr arc given by (21) and (22), respectively.
Note that for 5< co, we require p<1 which requires
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1,1

1,000

0.10)

0.01 c
Fig. 1. Allowable values foi Q shown as that region for which the
curve 0 + (1/n) log 1/{l -Xp) lies below 0.(X = l,(i = 3) fur Example 1.

0> e + —log 1/(1 - \Q).

aos
LOCUS OF 0PTIMU» 0 -

(24)

it

Equation (24) places lower and upper bounds on Q. The
lower bound is due to the restriction that the maximum
effective service rate must exceed the average arrival
rate. The upper bound is due to the wasted excess
quantum and also due to tho constraint that the arrival
probability X(2<1.
In Fig. 1 we show the allowed range of Q as determined from (24) for X = l, n = 3, and 6 as parameter.
Fig. 2 gives 5 as a function of Q (in its allowed range)
with 0 as parameter again and for the same values of X
and ft. Here wc also plot the locus of optimum Q over tiie
family of 0 curves to give minimum 5.
The second approach to handling the 0>O case in the
first example is to allow the exponential distribution of
required service time to remain, but not force it into the
discrete form of (19). Wc then get an equivalent system
with 9 = 0 if we segment this distribution into pieces of
width Q — O, each separated by a gap of si/e 0 as shown in
Fig. 3. This results in a mean service time E{t) and a
second moment E(J'-) given by

m

0.2

I .. i
0.4

«

L
0.6

1.0

0.8

Fig. 2. Average swap time 5 as a function of quantum size Q with
swap time (per quantum) 9 ;>s a parameter for Example 1 (X = l,
M-3).
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One may now use this service-time distribution in the
continuous round robin model studied in [2], as well as
in other models of time-shared systems, with additional
care to replace () by Q--0 in the appropriate places.
We do not carry out this exercise here.
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The following examples apply only to the processorsharing case.
Example 2: Consider the continuous (processorsharing) round robin infinite-population system |4].
Again we assume ^ = 1, />=1. Here wc have Poisson
arrivals at rate X and exponential service of average
dnraiion 1 /.u. For this system we know from [4] that
for 4> ■-■= l),
ll'(r) = pr/(l - p)

where

(25)
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p = \/ß.

8.5

-

The original exponential distribution of service time
with parameter /* for this system must now be replaced
with another exponential distribution with parameter
fi(\—<f)) where </>-fraction of service time wasted (as
above).
We now apply Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 to give

8.0

-

7.5

-

7.0

--£■08

6.5
6.0

5.0

-

4.5

-

4.0

-

3.5

-

5.5
TC-/i(l-*)r[p/(1

_ p)]rfT#

Jo

This results in
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5 =
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P)(1

(26)
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The average swap time S is plotted in Fig. 4 versus $
with X//* as parameter for this example.
It is interesting to note the application of (18) here.
From [4] we have
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N - pV(l - p)
and from [6] we have (with the new value ju(I —</>))

Fig. 4. Average swap time 5 as a fimction of percentage swap time $
with "K/n as parameter for Example 2 0i=3).

f =iMi-«).

xw2

Thus

[nil - <t>) - \][l - l + n{Q ~ 0)

]»

S ~4>Nf
X^

PV
„(1 -

P)(1

which is (26) again.
Further; we can calculate this by considering the
average swap time per customer, S'. S' is the product of
averap;^ service time ( = l//i(l —(^)) and the fraction of
waited (swap) time (=</>). Thus, 5'=(/)//i(l—(/>). This
multiplied by iV must also give 5, as is obvious.
We now show that the result of Example 1 can be
taken to the limit of () = 0 with fixed <i>~0/Q to give the
result of Example 2. From Example 1, we get as ()—»0
p = X0/(1 - a)

= X(?/(l - r"««-")
= xe/d -1 + M((? - o) —)
=

X/M(1

[M(1

- 4>)

- *).

M(i

- <t>)
p*t

X]IM(I

- <t>)Y-

- <t>)n - p)

Thus (23) limits to (26).
Furthermore, if we wisli to find the average swap
time 57' for all customers still in system (queues plus
service), we merely replace iV=pV(l—p) with A^TOTAL
= p/(l—p) which then gives 53=p0/[/i(l —p)(l —0)].
Example. 3: Here wc consider the priority processorshared case studied in [4]. We have gPn = gp, BP{1)
= 1 ^e~l'i'', and Poisson arrivals at rate X,, for group p,
p = l, 2, ■ • ■ , P. Allowing Liwap time of form öp„=öp,
we recognize that we must modify the service time
distribution to take the form Bj>(t) — \—e~l'^l'*^t,
From [4] wc get

Thus (21) limits to (27). Also, as ()-»0

"7p(r) = -——-ZgiPi

(28)

gp(l - P) wl

X0p(V
where

(1 - p)(l - ay

P, - X;i/p„(l - <*>„).

\Q)M\ -<!>))Q'e 2"

«3-9)

Applying Corollary 1 of Tlieorom ? we get
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V •
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(30)

1 «r(l - p)Mp(l - *,)

28

2.6

where

2.4

■ 22 PP-

22

P-i

2.0

In order to plot 5, we must choose values for [gp},
a,1
{MP}. {^P}.
d {«^p}- ^or the case Xp-X/P, Hp*=n,
bf-a/gj, (where 0<a<l) one obtains from (30),
i

p

18
S

1.6
1.4

2

P

1.2

5 -

(—Y

-'

(g

' " ^ "' ^ "1.

(31)

1.0
0.8

MP ,-I

|y - a

0.6

This last is plotted in Fig. 5 versus a with JU = 3, X=l,
P = 5, and for the following eight cases: gp=l, gp

0.4
0.2

-(i.oi)». «,~(i.ih g,=iogJ (/>+i). it~p, gp-p»*,

gp = /)^ g,, = ptli. Note the interesting effect where 5
decreases as we progress through the first four cases and
then increases as we progress through the last four cases.
These cases have been arranged in order of increasing
discrimination between classes.
We note here only one of other additional methods
for obtaining 5. From [4] we have that the expected
number ATp of customers in the system of queues from
group p is
iV,--

PP

0

0.2

*ppp 2.« if«Pi
5, = —
^(1 - «MgpO - P)

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fig. 5. Average swap lime as a function of swap loss for
the priority processor-shared system.

? =

M/VL

1

1 - JTo

Y

(35)

where
TO

(32)

fp(l - p) i.l

Also, for a job of average length (1/^,(1—</)p)), we
spend 0p/jUp(l —0p) seconds swapping. Thus we must
have

0.4

L±;(A/-W/)! \M/

J

But

r« {" T{r)dB{r)

(37)

J 0

where
(33)

B{r) = 1 - «->".
From (34) and (37) we obtain

Since 5= 23''P-» SK we su,n anc' obtain (30).
Example 4: For our last example, we consider the
finite-population case with M consoles, exponential
service with mean 1/ju and exponentially distributed
think-time with mean I/7 as studied in [l], [7], and
[l0]. From the curves given by Adiri and Avi-Itzhak
[l], we may approximate T{T) (the average total
response time) by a linear function of T. We take this as
the solution form for T{T) in the processor-shared case
(()—>0). Tims we have (for zero swap time, (p = 0)

Hr)

(31)

K = nT.
Tims, for the zero swap-time case
7Xr) S

34

(38)

\JL.„JL\T.
Ll - iro

7J

Now for <>>0, we merely use p.{\—(j>) rather than p
to obtain

r(r) ^

where A' is some coiislanl. To solve for this constant, we
use the well-known result for '/^average (over T) of

nr) (see [7]).

UTT

where

■

r M
LI - iro

M(I

- «n
y

r
J

(39)
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where TFO is given by (40). ST is plotted versus (j> for
various M in Fig. 6 for l//i = 0.88 and 1/7 = 35.2.
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CONCLUSION
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V\'e have shown how to solve for the expected swap
time expended on all customers in the system of queues.
This we have done for the time-sharing systems ((?>0)
in Theorem 1 and for the processor-sharing systems
(0~>0) 'ri Theorem 2. The examples given show the case
of obtaining results for the processor-sharing case.
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Applying Corollary 2 of Theorem 2, we obtain for the
average system (queue plus service) swap time Sr,
Sr ^M ( rc-""-*"/^! - tfTdr
Jo
where X, the average input and output rale, is clearly
X=M(1-</>)(!-TO). Thus
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A contiuum of time-sharing
scheduling algorithms*
by LEONARD KLEINROCK
University of California
Los Angeles, California

INTRODUCTION

A GENERALIZED MODEL

The study of time-sharing scheduling algorithms has
now reached a certain maturity. One need merely look
at a recent survey by McKinney1 in which he traces
the field from the first published paper in 19642 to a
succession of many papers during these past six years.
Research which is currently taking place within the
field is of the nature whereby many of'the important
theoretical questions will be sufficiently well answered
in the very near future so as to question the justification for continuing extensive research much longer
without first studying the overall system behavior.
Among the scheduling algorithms which have been
studied in the past are included the round robin (RR),
the feedback model with N levels (FBAT), and variations of these.1 The models introduced for these scheduling algorithms gave the designer some freedom in
adjusting system performance as a function of service
time but did not range over a continuum of system
behaviors. In this paper we proceed in that direction
by defining a model which allows one to range from the
first come first served algorithm all the way through
to a round robin scheduling algorithm. We also find a
variety of other models within a given famib' which
have yet to be analyzed.
Thus the model analyzed in this paper provides to
the designer a degree of freedom whereby he may adjust
the relative behavior for jobs as a function of service
time; in the past such a parameter was not available.
Moreover, the method for providing this adjustment
is rather straightforward to implement and is very
easily changed by altering a constant within the
scheduler.

In an earlier paper" we analyzed a priority queueing
system in which an entering customer from a particular
priority group was assigned a zero value for priority
but then began to increase in priority linearly with
time at a rate indicative of his; priority group. Such a
model may be used for describing a large class of timesharing scheduling algorithms. Consider Figure 1.
This figure defines the class of scheduling algorithms
which we shall consider. The principle behind this class
of algorithms is that when a customer is in the system
waiting for service then his priority (a numerical function) increases from zero (upon hin entry) at a rate o;
similarly, when he is in service (typically with other
customers sharing the service facility simultaneously
with him as in a processor shared system4) his priority
changes at a rate ß. All customers possess the same
parameters a and ß. Figure I shows the case where
both a and ß are positive although, as we shall see
below, this need not be the case in general. The history
of a customer's priority value then would typically be
as shown in Figure 1 where he enters the system at
time to with a 0 value of priority and begins to gain
priority at a rate a. At time ti he joins those in service
after having reached a value of priority equal to
a(<i — <o). When he joins those in .service he shares on
an equal basis the capacity of the service facility and
then continues to gain priority at a different rate, ß.
It may be that a customer is removed from service
before his requirement is filled (as may occur when one
of the slopes is negative); in this case, his priority then
grows at a rate of a again, etc At all times, the server
serves all those with the highest value of priority.
Thus we can define a slope for priority while a customer
is queueing and another slope for priority while a cus-

• This work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the Department of Defense (DAHC15-«9-C-028.r)).
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Figvire 1—B»h»vior of the time-varying priority

tomer is beinu served as
queueing slope - a

(1)

serving slope ■ ß.

(2)

Fipire 2—The structure of tht general model

(4)

What happens in this case is that entering customers
spend a period of time in the queue and after catching
up with the serving group proceed to be served in a
round robin fashion. The duration of the time they
spend in the queue depends upon the relative parameters a and 0 as we shall see below. It is clear however
that for /3 "■ 0 we have the case that customers in
service gain no priority at all. Thus any newly entering
customer would have a value of priority exactly equal
to that of the group in service and so will immediately
pass into the service group. Since all serving customers
share equally, we see that the limiting case, 0 - 0, is
a processor-sharing round robin (RR) scheduling
algorithm! It happens that SRR yields to analysis very
nicely (whereas some of the other systems mentioned
below are as yet unsolved) and the results of this
analysis are given in the next section.
Another interesting range to consider is that for
which
a < 0 < 0.
(5)

This is the case depicted in Figure I. Here we see that
the group of customers being served (which act among
themselves in a processor-shared round robin (RR)
fashion) is attempting to escape from the group of
customers in the queue; their attempt is futile, however, and it is clear from this range of parameters that
the queueing customers will eventually each catch up
with the group being served. Thus the group being
served is selfishly attempting to maintain the service
capacity for themselves alone and for this reason we
refer to this system as the selfish round rabin (SRR).

Here we have the situation in which queueing customers
lose priority faster than serving customers do; in both
cases however, priority decreases with time and so any
newly entering customer will clearly have the highest
priority and will take over the complete service facility
for themselves. This most recent customer will continue
to occupy the service facility until either he leaves due
to a service completion or some new customer enters
the system and ejects him. Clearly what we have here
is a classical last come first served (LCFS) scheduling
algorithm as is indicated in Figure 2.

A vuriety «f different kinds of scheduling algorithms
follow from this model depending upon the relative
values of a and 0. I'or example, when both a and ß are
positive and when ß > a then it is clear that customers
in the queue can never c:itch up to the customer in
service since he is escaping from the queueing customers
at least as fast as they are catching up to him; only
when the customer in service departs from service
after his completion will another customer be taken
into service. This new customer to be taken into the
service fae'lity is that one which has the highest value
of priority. Thus we s^e that for the range
0 < o < (8

(8)

we have a pure first come first served (FCFS) scheduling
algorithm. This is indicated in Figure 2 where we show
the entire structure of the general model.
Now consider the case in which
0 < 0 < a.
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before, the SRR system yields very nicely to analysis
and that analysis is given in this paper. This system
has the interesting property that we may vary its
parameters and pass smoothly from the FCFS system
through the SRR class to the familiar RR system. The
others (LCFS with seizure and LCFS with pickup)
are as yet unsolved and appear to be more difficult to
solve than the SRR. Of course other generalizations
to this scheme are possible, but these too are yet to
be studied. Among these generalizations, for example,
is the case where each customer need not have the
same a and /3; also one might consider the case where
growth (or decay) of priority ia a non-linear function
of time. Of all these cases we repeat again that the
SRR has been the simplest to study and its analysis
follows in the next section.

Now consider the range
a < 0 < 0.

(6)

In this case a waiting customer loses priority whereas a
customer in service gains priority. When an arriving
customer finds a customer in service who has a negative
value for priority then this new customer preempts the
old customer and begins service while at the same time
his priority proceeds to increase at a rate ß; from here
on no other customer can catch him and this customer
will be served until completion. Upon his completion,
service will then revert back to that customer with the
largest value of priority. Since customers lose priority
with queueing time, then all customers in the system
when our lucky customer departed must have negative
priority. One of these will be chosen and will begin to
gain priority; if now he is lucky enough to achieve a
positive priority during his service time, then he will
seize the service facility and maintain possession until
his completion. Thus we call this range WFS with
seizure (see Figure 2).
In th«? special case
a = 0 <ß

THE SELFISH ROUND ROBIN (SRR)
SCHEDHLING ALGORITHM
We consider the system for which customers in
service gain priority at a rate less than or equal to the
rate at which they gained priority while queueing (see
Equation (4)); in both cases the rate of gain is positive.
We assume that the arrival process is Poisson at an
average rate of X customers per second

(7)

we have the situation in which a newly emptied service
facility will find a collection of customers who have
been waiting for service and who have been kept at a
zero value priority. Since all of these have equal priority
they will all be taken into service simultaneously and
then will begin to gain priority at a rate ß > 0. Any
customers arriving thereafter must now queue in bulk
fashion since they cannot catch up with the current
group in service. Only when that group finishes service
completely will the newly waiting group be taken into
service. We refer to this case as bulk service.
The last case to consider is in the range
ß <0,

ß <a.

P [inter-arrival time < t] = I - e"*' < > 0 (9)
and that the service times are exponentially distributed
P [service time < x] = 1 - e-»" x > 0

Thus the two additional parameters of our system are
average arrival rate •■ X

(11)

average service time ■ l//i

(12)

As usual, we define the utilization factor
P ■ X/M

(8)

In this case a customer being served always loses
priority whereas a queueing customer loses priority at
a slower rate or may in fact gain priority. (Consequently,
serving customers will tend to "run into" queueing
customers and pick them up into the service facility at
which point the entire group continues to decrease in
priority at rate ß. We refer to this region as WFS with
pickup (see Figure 2).
Thus Figure 2 summarizes the range of scheduling
algorithms which this two-parameter priority function
can provide for us. We have described a number of
regions of interest for this class of algorithms. The
FCFS, LCFS, and RR systems, of course, are well
known and solved. The three regions given by Equations 4, 6, and 8 are as yet unsolved. As mentionfld

(10)

(13)

For the range of a, ß under consideration it is clear
that once a customer enters the service facility he will
not leave until his service is complete. Consequently,
we may consider the system as broken into two parts:
first, a collection of queued customers; and second, a
collection of customers in service. Figure 3 depicts this
situation where we define*
T„ = ^[time spent in queue box]

(14)

T, = £[time spent in service box]

(15)

N„ = £[number in queue box]

(16)

iV, ■ ^[number in service box]

(17)

' The notation E[x\ reads as "the expectation of x."
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system is unaware of the customer's service time until
he departs from the system, it is clear that the time he
spends in the queue box must be independent of this
service time and therefore

1

QUCUC

KRVICt

■ox

■ox

T..M.

L..

otMirruMt

T..M.

r.«

Figure 3—Derompoiiition of the HUH syitem

We further define
T - r, + T1. - £[time in system]

(18)

.V ■> iV, + ,V, - £[number in system]

(19)

Due to the memoryiess property of the exponential
service time distribution, it is clear that the average
number in system and average time in system are
independent of the order of service of customers; this
follows both from intuition and from the conservation
law given in Reference S. Thus we have immediately
1/M

rSm

1

(20)

(21)

For our purposes we are interested in solving for
the average response time for a customer requiring t
seconds of service; that is for a customer requiring /
seconds of complete attention by the server or 2t seconds
of service from the server when he is shared between
two customers, etc. Recall that more than one customer
may simultaneously be sharing the attention of the
service facility and this is just another class of processorsharing systems.4 Thus our goal is to solve for

r.(i) - r.

(24)

Let us now solve for T.(t). We make this calculation
by following a customer, whom we shall refer to as tbo
"tagged" customer, through the system given that this
customer requires ( second» of service. His time in the
queue box will be given by Equation 24. We now
assume that this tagged customer has just entered the
service box and we wish to calculate the expected lime
he spends there. This calculation may be made by
appealing to an earlier result. In Reference 4, we
studied the case of the processor-shared round robin
system (both with and without priorities). Theorem 4
of that paper gives the expected response time conditioned on service time and we may use that result
here since the system we are considering, the service
box, appears like a round robin system. However, the
arrival rate of customers to the service box conditioned
on the presence of a tagged customer in that box is no
longer X, but rather some new average arrival rate X'.
In order to calculate X' we refer the reader to Figure 4.
In this figure we show that two successive customers
arrive at times U and U where the average time between
these arrivals is clearly 1/X. The service group moves
away from the new arrivals at a rate ß and the new
arrivals chase the service group at a rate a; as shown
in Figure 4, these two adjacent arrivals catch up with
the service group where the time between their arrival
to the service box is given by 1/X'. Recall that the
calculation we are making is conditioned on the fact
that our tagged customer remains in the service box
during the interval of interest; therefore the service
box is guaranteed not to empty over the period of our

7(0 - ^[response time for customer requiring
I seconds of service]

(22)

where by response time we mean total time spent in
the system. The average of this conditional response
time without regard to service time requirement is
given by Equation 20. Due to our decomposition we
can write immediately

T{t) - f.«) + f.(0

(23)

where Tw(t) is the expected time spent in the queue
box for customers requiring I seconds of service and
T,{t) is the expected time spent in the service box
for customers requiring / seconds of service. Since the

TIME

Figure 4~CalcuUtion of the conditional arrival rate to the
service box
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calculations. X' is easily calculated by recognizing that
the vertical offset y may be written in the following
two ways

and so
1/M
r - r, + 1-p'

10

Using Equation 20 we have the result
T =

-(H°
(recall that for the SRR system ß < a). For convenience we now define

We may now apply Theorem 4 of Reference 4 and
obtain the quantity we are seeking, namely,
I

(27)

e/u
1 -p

The only difference between Equation 27 anu the
referenced theorem is that here we use p' instead of p
since in all cases we must use the appropriate utilization
factor for the system under consideration. That theorem
also gives oa immediately that

1-P'

This last equation could be derived from Equation 27
and the application of Little's result' which states that
XT. = A'.

(29)

and where

1/M

(30)

i

We may now substitute Equation 27 into Equation
23 to give
t
m = r. + 1-P'

(31)

In order to evaluate T,„ we form thr average with
respect to t over both sides of Equatio 31 to obtain

•'o ! ' P

(33)

(34)

(l - l/u)p'
1-p

(36)

In both Equations 34 and 36 we observe for the case
of a customer whose service time is equal to the average
service time (1/M) that his average response time and
average wasted time are the same that he would encounter for any SRR system; thus his performance is
the same that he would receive, for example, in a
FCF8 system. We had observed that correspondence
between the RR system and the FCFS system in the
past; here we show that it holds for the entire class of
SRR systems. In Figure 5 below we plot the performance of the class of SRR systems by showing the dependence of the wasted time for a customer whose
service time is / seconds as a function of his service
time. We show this for the case p = % and M = !•
The truly significant part regarding the behavior of the
SRR system is that the dependence of the conditional
response time upon the service time is linear. Once
observed, this result is intuitively pleasing if we refer
back to Figure 3. Clearly, the time spent in the queue
box is some constant independent of service time.
However, the time spent in the service box is time
spent in a round robin system since all customers in
that box share equally the capability of the server; we
know that the response time for the round robin system
is directly proportional to service time required (in
fact, as shown in Reference 8, this statement is true
even for arbitrary service time). Thus the total time
spent in the SRR system must be equal to some con-

(28)

AT.-

o

1-p'

and this results in

1-P'

f" T{t)vr<" dt = Tw + ["-

1-p

Another convenient form in which to express this result
is to consider the average time wasted in this SRR
system where wasted time is any extra time a customer
spends in the system due to the fact that he is sharing
the system with other customers. Thus, by definition,
we have
W{t) = T{t) - t
(35)

(26)

X'/M

J

1/M

1/u
t - 1/u
/M
T{t) =r^-+
1 - P ' 1-p'

(25)

r.-

1/M

Upon substituting Equation 33 into Equation 31 we
obtain our final result as

and so we may solve for X' as follows

T.it) =

(32)

■ MC-"' dt
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Figur« 5—Performance of the SRR system

stunt plus a second term proportional to service time
as in fact our result in Equation 34 indicates. Again
we emphasize the fact that customers whose service
time requirements are greater than the average service
time requirement are discriminated against in the SRR
system as compared to a FCFS system; conversely,
customers whose service time requirement is less than
the average are treated preferentially in the SRR system and compared to the FCFS system. The degree
of this preferential treatment is controlled by the
parameters a and ß giving the performance shown in
Figure 5.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have defined a continuum of scheduling
algorithms for time-shared systems by the introduction
of two new pammeters, a and ß. The class so defined
is rather broad and its range is shown in Figure 2.
We have presented the analysis for the range of parameters that is given in Equation 4 and refer to this
new system as the selfish round robin (SRR) scheduling
algorithm. Equation 34 gives our result for the average
response time conditioned on the required service time
and we observed that this result took the especially
simple form of a constant plus a term linearly dependent upon the service time. Moreover, we observe
that the parameters a and ß appear in the solution
only as the ratio ß/a. This last is not overly surprising
since a similar observation was made in the paper1
which was our point of departure for the model described herein; namely, there too the slope parameters

appeared only as ratios. Thus in effect we have introduced one additional parameter, the ratio ß/a, and it
is throu ii the use of this parameter that the designer
of a time-sharing scheduling algorithm is provided a
degree of freedom for adjusting the extent of discrimination based upon service time requirements which he
wishes to introduce into his algorithm; the implementation of this degree of freedom is especially simple.
The range of the algorithm is from the case where there
is zero discrimination baser on service time, namely
the FCFS system, to a case where there is a strong
degree of discrimination, namely the RR system.
The mathematical simplicity of the SRR algorithm
is especially appealing. Nevertheless, the unsolved systems referred to in this paper should be analyzed since
they provide behavior distinct from the SKn. Iu any
event, this continuum of algorithms is simply implemented in terms of the linear parameters a and ß,
and the scheduling algorithn can easily choose the
desired behavior by adjusting a and ß appropriately.
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MULTILEVEL PROCESSOR-SHARING QUEUEING MODELS
FOR TIME-SHARED SYSTEMS'
L. Kleinrock and R. R. Muntz
University of Caiifornia
Los Angeles, California USA

1. INTRODOCnCN

ABgnWCT
Scheduling algarlthns far time-shared computing facilities are considered in texms of a queueing theory model.
The extremely useful limit of "processor-sharing" is
adopted, wherein the quantun of service shrinks to zero;
this approach greatly sinplifies the problem. A class of
algorithns is studied for which the scheduling discipline
may change for a given job as a function of the amount of
service received by that job. These multilevel disciplines
form a natural extensicn to many of the disciplines previously considered.
Solved for is the average response time for jobs oonditioned on their service requiranent. Explicit solutions
«t» given for the system H/G/l in which levels may be firstcjme-first-served (PCFS) or feecbaek (FB) in any order; in
addition, the round-robin (RR) may be used at the first
level. An integral equation is developed which defines
(but does not as yet provide a solution for) the RR case at
arbitrary level. The special case in which RR is used at
the last level is solved under the condition that the service time behove exponentially for this last level.
Examples are described for which the average response
time is plotted. These exanples display the great versatility of the results and demonstrate the flexibility available for the intelligent design of discriminatory treatment
among jobs (in favor of short jobs and against long jobs)
in time-shared system design.

•This work was supported by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency of the Department of Defense (DMC-15-69C-0285).

Queueing mode]; nave been used successfully in the r.., .i—
sis of time-shared oanfxiter systems since the appea»--..-*; of
the first applied paper in this field in 1964 (1]. The recent survey [2] of such analytical work attests to this
fact. CHe of the first papers to consider the effect of
feedback in queueing systems was due to Takacs [3].
Generally, an arrival enters the time-shared system and
confietes for the attention of a single processing unit.
This arrival is forced to wait in a system of queues until
he is permitted a quantun of service time; when this quantun expires, he is then required to join the system of
queues to await his second quantun, etc. The precise model
for the system is developed in Section 2. In 1967 the notion of allowing the quantun to shrink to zero was first
studied [4] and is referred to as "processor-sharing." As
the nane implies, this zero-quantun limit provides a share
or portion of the processing unit to many custaners simultaneously; in the case of round-robin (RR) scheduling [4],
all customers in the system simultaneously share (equally
or on a priority basis) the processor, whereas in the feedbade (FB) scheduling [5] only that set of custaners with
the smallest attained service share the processor. We use
the term processor-sharing here since it is the processing
unit itself (the central processing unit of the conputer)
which is being shared among the set of the custaners; the
phrase "time-sharing" will be reserved to inply that customers are waiting sequentially for their turn to use the entire processor for a finite quantum. In studying the literature one finds that the obtained results appear in a rather
complex form and this oorplexity arises fron the fact that
the quantun is typically assumed to be finite as opposed to
infinitesimal. Wien one allows the quantun to shrink to
zero, giving rise to a processor-sharing system, then the
difficulty in analysis as well as in the form of results
disappears in large part; one is thus encouraged to consider
only the processor-sharing case. Clearly, this limit of
infinitesimal quantun is an ideal and can seldon be reached
in practice due to considerations of swap time; nevertheless, its extreme siitplicity in analysis and results brings
us to the studies reported in this paper.
The two processor-sharing systems studied in the past
are the RR and the FB [4,5]. Typically, the quantity solved
for is the expected response time conditioned on the customer's service time; response time is the elapsed time fron
when a custaner enters the system until he leaves conpletely
serviced. This measure is especially inportant since it
exposes the preferential treatment given to short jobs at
the expense of the long jobs. Clearly, this discrimination
is purposeful since it is the desire in time-shared systems
that small requests should be allowed to pass through the
system quickly. In 1969 the distribution for the response
time in the RR system was found 16]. In this paper we consider the case of mixed scheduling algoritlms whereby customers are tested aooording to the RR algorittm, the FB algoritta-., or first come first served (PCFS) algorithm, depending upon how much total service time they have already received. Thus, as a customer proceeds through the system
obtaining service at various rates he is treated according
to different disciplines; the policy which is applied among
custaners in different levels is that of the FB system as
explained furtlier in Section 2. This natural generalization
of the previously studied processor-sharing systans allows
one to create a large nuiher of new and interesting disciplines whose solutions we present.
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giving attains ^rvice to each at a sate of 1/3 em/mac.
Moreover, between intervals, the job« «re treatad a* a set
of FB disciplines. See Fig. 2.2. Fear exenpls, for N » 0,
we have the usual single-level case of either PCFS, RR or
FB.

2. TVE MODEL
The model we chooee to use in repraaenting the scheduling algozittaB Is drawn fron queueing theory. This oorrespcrds to tha many previous models studied (1,2,4,5,6,7,81,
all of which may be thought of in texins of the structure
shown in Fig. 2.1. In this figure we indicate that new
requests enter the system of queues upcn arrival. Whenever the ocnputer's central prooessing unit (CPU) beocnes
free, some customer is allowed into the servioe facility
for an anount of tin»» referred to as a quantun. If during
this quantun, the total aociwilated servioe for a custoner
equals his required service time, then he departs the system; if not, at the end of his quantun, he cycles back to
the systan of queues aid waits until he is next chosen for
additional service. Tne system of queues may order the
custoters according to a variety of different criteria in
order to select the next custoner to receive a quantun.
In this paper, we assune that the only measure used in
evaluating this criterion is the amount of attained servioe
(total service so far raoeived).

ATTAINED SERVICE, r
Du
">N*.-|

»N

FB
BETWEEN .<
LEVELS

i

CYCLED ARRIVALS

Fifun2.2. lntewllofAMMta«lw,«Mi

For N « 1, we could have any of nine diadpliMe (PCfS followed by PCFS, ..., RR followed by RR); note that FB followed by FB is just a single FB system (due to the ouarall
FB policy between levels).

DEPARTURES

ARRIVALS

As an illustrative exaiple, ooni
slder the N - 2 case shown in Fig. 2
Any new arrivals begin to share the
prooessor in a RR fashion with all
rcFS
other custoners who so far have less
than 2 seconds of attained service.
Custoners in the range of 2 < T < 6
■- B
may get served only if no custoners
present have had less than 2 seconds
of service; in such a case, that custoFB
mer (or custoners) with the least attained servioe will proceed to oootpg
■ - a
the service in an FB fashion until they
either leave, or reach x » 6, or seme
RR
new custoner arrives (in which case the
B
overall FB rule provides that the RR
poUcy at level 1 preempts). If all NweU. l««»liO»N-a
custoners have T > 6, then the "oldest"
custoner will be served to completion
unless interrupted by a new arrival. The histccy of sane
custoners in this example systan is shown in Fig. 2.4. We
denote customer n by Cn. Note that the slope of attained
servioe varies as the nuiber of customers simultanaously
being serviced changes. We see that C2 required 5 seconds
of service and spent 14 seconds in system (i.e., taapense
time of 14 seconds).

FisuraM. Th*FMdhMkQu«MlntiMoiM

In order to specify the scheduling algorithm in terns of
this model, it is required that we Identify the following:
a. The custoner interatrival time distribution. We assune this to be exponential, i.e.,
Plinterarrival time < tl - 1 - e"Xt

t > 0

(2.1)

where X is the average arrival rate of custcners.
b. The distribution of required ewevioe tiwe in the CPU.
This we assune to be axbltrazy (but indapendant of the
interarrival dunes). We thus assume
Plservioe time < x] => B(x)

(2.2)

Also assune l/u - average servioe time
c. The quantun siie. Here we assune a processor-shared
model in which custoners raceiv».' an equal but vanishingly
small amount of service each tine they axe allowed into
service. Fcr more discussion of such Systems, see (4,6,71.
d. The systan of queues. We oonsidsr here a generalization and oonsolidatioi of many systems studied in the past.
In particular, we define a aet of attained service times
(ap such that
0

" *o * *! * "2 *

* «N * Vl - "

(2.3)

The discipline followed for a job when it has attained
service, T, in the interval
a, , < T < a.

i - 1,2,...,N+ 1

(2.4)

will be denoted as D.. Ve consider D, for any given level
i to be either: FIRST OCW; FIRST SOWED (PCFS); PROCESSOR
SHAREL^-FB, (FB); or RÜÜND-HDBIN PROCESSOR SHARED (RR). The
PCFS systan needs no explanation. The re system gives service next to that custoner who so far has least attaired
service; if there is a tie (among K cuatoners, say) for this
position, then all K menfaers in the tie get served simultaneously (each attaining useful servios at a rate of 1/K
sec/sec), this being the nature of prooessor sharing systems. The RR prooessor sharing systan shares the servioe
facility among all custoners present (say J customers)

26

C

TIME

ARRIVAL
ARRIVALS

DEPARTURES

Figur« 2.4. Hntory of Cuitenwn in t**nf*»
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the end of the first portion and ends when the job
leaves the systan. It is easy to see that both the
first and second portions of the job's systan tine are
unaffected by the service disciplines used in levels
1 through i - 1. iherefcre, we can assune any convenient disciplines. In fact, all these levels can be
limped into one equivalent level which servioes jobs
with attained sendet between 0 and aj_, aeoonds using
ury service discipline.

So much for the systan speed ficatlon. We may mmnarize
by saying that we have an w^G/1 queueing system* model with
processor sharing end with a generalized multilevel scheduling structure.
ihe quantity we wish to solve for is
T(t) « E[respcnse tine for a custoner requiring a total of t seconds of attained
service]

(2.5)

From (1) and (2) above it follows that we um solve for
T(t) for jobs that leave the systan from the i level
by considering a two-level systan. the lower level servioes
jobs with attained service batween 0 and ai_1 whereas the
second level servioes jobs with attained sendee between
a., and a.. Jobs that would have passed to the i + I8
level after receiving a. aeoonds of service in the original
system are now assumed to leave the system at that point.
In other words the service tine distribution is truncated
at a..

we further make the following definitions:
T^t) - E{tinie spent in interval i (a**» \)
for customers requiring a total of t
aeoonds of attained service}

(2.6)

He note that
T^t) - T^f)

for t,t' > a.

(2.7)

Furthexmore, we have, for v^ < t < a , that

3.1. I**1 Level Discipline is FB

k

T(t) mt t^t)

Consider the two-level systan with the second level
corresponding to the i level of the original systan.
Since we are free to choose the discipline used in the
lower level, we can assune that the FB discipline is used
in this level as well. Clearly the two-level systan behaves like a single level FB systan with service tine distribution truncated at a.. Ihe solution for such a system
is known [5,111:

(2.8)

Also, we find it convenient to define the following quantities with respect to B(t) truncated at t « x:

i^.y

tdB(t)+xJ

dB(t)

(2.9)

>?«

T(t)
p

t^ -y t'dB(t) + x'y dB(t)

<t

(?.10)

2(1

(3.1)

^t'

3.2. i.th Level Discipline is FCFS
Consider again the two-level system with break-

^<x

XE<x

^
"x - 2(1 - pj

(2.U)

points at a. , and a.. Regardless of the discipline in the
lower level, a tagged job entering the systan will be delayed by the sun of the work currently in both levels plus
any new arrivals to the lower level queue during the interval this job is in the systan. Diese new arrivals form a
Poisson process with parameter X and their contribution to
the delay is a randan variable whoee first and second moT
ments are t
and t' respeccively. By delay cycle analy<ai
<a.
sis [9] we have

(2.12)

Note that W represents the expected week found by a new
arrival in the systan M/G/l where the service time distribution is B(t) truncated at x.

W
T(t)

3. RESULTS FOR MUUIIEVEL QUEOEING SVSTBIS

We wish to find an expression for T(t), the mean systan
time (i.e., average response tine) for jobs with service
tiire t such that a. , < t < a, i.e., jobs which reach the
i level queue and then leave the systan. To aoocnpliah
this it is convenient to isolate the i level to some extent. We make use of the following two facts.

T^p—

(3.2)

It is also passible to use these methods far solving lastoone-first-served and randan order of service at any level.
3.3. i**1 Level Diacipline is RR
Results to date allow explicit solutions for only
two cases. (1) RR in the first level and (2) RR in the
last level with the added restriction that once a job has
reached this level the distribution of remaining service
tine is exponential. Ihe analysis will be developed for
the general case as far as possible before being restricted
to special cases.

1. By the asswption of prsenptive priority of lower
level queues (i.e., FB discipline between levels) it
id clear that jobs in levels higher than the i level
can be Ignored. This follows since these jobs cannot
interfere with the servicing of the lower levels.
2. We are interested in jobs that will reach the i01
level queue and then depart fron the systan before passat
ing to the (1 + 1) level. Ihe systan time of such a
job can be thought of as occurring in two parts. The
first portion is the tine fron the job's arrival to
the queueing systan until the group at the 1 level
is serviced for the first time after this job has
reached the i* level, ihe second portion starts with
*H/G/1 denotes the single-server queueing systan with
Poisson arrivals and arbitrary aervioe time distribution,

+ t

_^

We s'tart by oonsidering the two-level systan with
breakpoints at a. , and a.. Consider the busy rwriods of
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the lower level. During each such busy period these may be
a nunber of jobe that pass to the higher level. He choose
to consider these arrivals to the higher level as occurring
at the end of the lower level busy period so that there is
a bulk arrival to the higher level at this time. He also
chooee to taqpoxarily delete these lower level busy periods
fron the tine axis. In effect we create a virtual tine
axis telescoped to delete the lower level busy periods.
Since the tine from the end of one lower level busy period
to the start of the next is exponentially distributed
(Poisscn arrivalsl), the arrivals to the higher level appear

.Pi IHMIIUWB"1 '

'

'I

"TWNfpimiBpT'WW"

'

■i'iw'wiw^M'i'v'"j^Hi'.»w!).'.'i'a»wwMff^iippp!W^

>'!MlgJ-H -

(j. - the probability that a job
which has received iq aeoMids
,, „.
of servioe will require rarre
*
'
than (1 + l)q seconds oi service.

in virtual tine to be bulk arrivals at instants generated
fron a Poiaaon process wiUt parameter X.
Consider a job that requires t ■ a,, ♦ T seocnds of
Let a. be the mean real tine
•i-l''
the job spends in the syaton until its arrival (at the end
of the lower level busy period) at the higher level queue.
u>t 0,(1) be the mean virtual tine the job spends in the
service (0 < T ^ a.

a - the mean bulk size of arrivals. (3.9)
the mean mnfcer of arrivals
with a tagged job.

higher level queue.
a, can be calculated using delay cycle analysis.

Since we intend to le*
tion of the tagged job with respect
in the sane group is not InpoKtant.
venience that the tagged jdb is tiM

The

initial delay is equal to the mean work the job finds in
the lower level on arrival plus the a. , seconds of work

" "S^!W^ + Vl>

q ai^roac.". 0, the posiuo Uif jobs that arrive
We wi assire for conlart j' ^ in t-hs greif).

The mean tine until tlM taggeJ job lias received its first quantun of servioe is given by

that it contributes to the lower level. This initial delay
is expanded by new jobs arriving at the lower level by a
factor of 1/(1 - p.
) (see [9]). Therefore
"i-l

1 I

(3.3.0)

T, - I n(jq)q + bq + q
1
j-o

(3.3)

(3.11)

In general, the mean time between the (1 - l)s and i
quantun of'service to the tagged job is given by

If a.(T) is the mean virtual tine the job spends in
the higher level, we can easily convert this to the mean
real tine spent in this level. In the virtual tine intarval djU) there are an average of Xa-U) lower level busy
periods that have been ignored.
t.<
length of
a.i-l
l^P <a

T

i"£)

<n(jq)0 0

j J*l •••Öj+i-2<l)

Each of these has a mean
i-l
+ E Ua T^OnO!
l o u
j 0 l
j-l

1-1

Therefore, the mean real tine the job spends in the higher
level is given by
<

a
'i-l
a2(T) ♦ Xa2(T) i _ .
<a.
"i-l

0

i.J-2 *

+ q + bla0a^ ... "j^^lq

(3.12)

The first term represents the tuna required by those jobs
which were initially in the systan and will still be there
after the tagged job has received i-l quanta of service.
The second tern is the contribution due to jobs that have
arrived since the tagged job entered the system. The third
tern is due to the tagged job itself. The last tem results fron those jobs which arrived with the tagged job and
require more than i-l quanta of service.

a2(T)

(3.4)
'1-1

Canbining these results we see that a job requiring
t • a. . ♦ T seconds of service has mean system time given.
by

Dividing both sides of Eg. (3.12) be q we get
T(Vl + T) -

r

v

<a

'i-l

I".V/'w^ ■„}

(3.5)
-i- E n(jq)o.o

The only unknown quantity in this equation is Ojd).
To solvn for cud) we must, in general, ccnsider an »/G/l
+

system with bulk arrivals and RR processor sharing. The
only exception is the case of RR at the first level which
has enly single arrivals. Since the higher level queues
can be ignored, the aoluticn in this exceptional case is
the sane as for a round-robin single level system with
service tine distribution truncated at a.. Therefore, fron
[8] we have for the first level
T(t) -

0

<a.

1 ' i 81

+ 1 + bo^
Let iq « t and jq ■ x.

i-l

Then as q *- 0:
(3.14)

Yj+l •"

- ! - B<x * £2

0

j+i-2 * -± - B(x)
n(jq) * n(x)

oi

Vi

3.3.1. The Bulk Arrival, RR Model
We approach this problon by first considering
a discrete time system with quantum size q > 0. Mb assume
that arrivals and departures take place only at tines that
are integral multiples of q. For amall q any continuous
distribution can be apprtacinated. By letting q approach 0
equations for continuous tine systma can be found.
n(iq) • the mean nuiber of jebs in the
systan with iq seconds of attained service.

(3.13)

a

(3.6)

Let ua now consider the bulk arrival RR system in isolation
in order to solve for the virtual tine spent in the higher
level queue, 02(1) which we tanporarily write as ad).

Let

i-l
^E X«ffjo0o1 ...a...^

Vi

2

- 1 - B(t - x)

ai_l ■► 1

■ B(t)

(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)

Therefore as q •» 0 Eq. (3.13) beocnes
aMt)

(3.7)

/"'■"

1 - B(x -t- t)
dx
1 - B(x)

+ \* fa'Mll - B(t - x)ldx
0
+ 1 + bll - B(t)]
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(3.19)

wmm^w^^mmiiimmwm

3.3.1b. M/ayi with Bulk Arrival. Returning
to our discussion of the two level queueing system with
bineakpoints at a., and. a., we had Eq. (3.5)

Frcm Kleinrock and Coffinan [7] '.e also have
that
n(x) - Aid - B(x))o"(x)

(3.20)

/w

r^

T(ai_ + T)

Substituting for n(x) we have

'i-i

00

o1 (t) - Xlf o' (x) [1 - B(x + t) ]dx

+ l + b(l-B(t)J

(3.21)

Ihus, for the case t = aj, + T we have frcm
Eq. (3.29) that

In this

a2(-:)
■Pt

(3.22)

=O(T) 'Y^T

T(aN
»•(t) » Xlf o'(x)e"wlx+t,dx

V^dx-/" n(x)e"lltcbc = ne"wt

0

(3.24)

a

i-l

=,.*/=»
_ 3(n + b + 1) + M
sa (s)

In this equation Xt

(3.32)

<a.i-1 is the mean nuiber of jobs that

the upper level queue due to these jobs. The second term
is just the average nunber of times that the first job in
the busy period will require more than a., seconds of
service.

Inverting, we get for t > 0 (observing that a' (0) n + b + 1),
^ 1LÜ ZJLLI e-vWt

a+ [1 - B(a.1 i,)]!
"

arrive during tht. service time of the first job in the busy
period. Since each of these jobs in effect generates a
busy period, there are an average of Xt
a arrivals to

(3.25)

■ 8(s + y - m

b

^{V^r^11-«"^ }

a = Xt.

0

■ ^ ^ <» ^

T) - j-

a is just the mean nuiber of
'i-1.
jobs that arrive during a lower level busy period and require more than a. , seconds of service. Therefore a must
satisfy the equation

where n = E[no. found in system by a new arrival]. Using
this expressicn for the first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (3.23) and taking Laplace transforms we obtain

a.(t)

+

for the general case a.

(3.23)

00

a'Me

(3.30)

_ In addition to the constant d we also need
to solve for a, the mean size of the bulk arrivals to the
RR queue, since this is contained in
Xa . This we do

Fran Eq. (3.20) we obtain
00

„-PU-PHJ

(3.31)

Xa/ a'We-^^dx
+ 1 + be-lit

+dl1

where C = M(1 - p)d. Oherefore, fran Eq. (3.5),

Therefore the Eq. (3.21) becomes

Xä/"

(3.5)

2 (T)|

+ a

level queue. But in virtual time this is the solution for
the bulk arrival case just studied, ttie study in the general case M/G/i led to an integral equation, Eq. (3.21),
for which no more explicit solution was obtained. However,
in the case of an exponential distribution, we have the
solution given in Eq. (3.29).
hus, we may pormit RR at
the first level (see Eq. (3.6)) in M/3/1 or at the last
level in M/Si/l. In the latter case, we therefore consider
the equivalent tws-level system in which the breakpoints
a. , and a. are restricted to a^ and », respectively.

This integral equation defines a' (t) for the case of bulk
arrival to a RR processor-sharing M/G/l system. Unfortunately no general solution has been found for this equation
in terms of B(t). However, for exponential service time
the equation can be solved.

B(t) = 1 - e

i-l

where (U(T> was the mean virtual time spent in the higher

+ Xaf a'Mil - Bit - x)] dx

3.3.1a. M/H/l with Bulk Arrival.

+ a

(3.26)

Clearly then
1 " B(a..i)

wttexe

(3.33)

Xa
am —
M

"i-1

(3.27)

V

Now we may oanplete the solution for
t = a^, + T by solving for C by conserving the mean work in

Here, n and b are unknown quantities which need not be
solved for directly. Instead we combine them in a new unknown C = n + b oMt)

the system. Since the single server works at a constant
rate as long as there is any work in the system, the amount
of work in the system at any time is independent of the
service disciplines and system levels. It follows inroediately that the mean work in the system is a constant (depending only on Xand the service time distribution). The
mean work in the system is given by W^ (see Eq. (2.12)).

and we obtain
+ Ce •li(l-p)t

(3,28)

Integrating and using the initial condition that a(0) »0
we get
a(t)

a p)t

ih * nrhr * - ^ ' i

We also have frcm Eq. (3.20) that n(t) ■
X[l - B^JT' (t) where n(t) is the mean nuiber of jobs in
the systan with t seconds of attained service. Tho mean remaining service requirement for a job which has already reoeivad t seconds of service is given by

32

'-"

In the next section we will evaluate the
constant C and calculate a for a multilevel queueing syston
with RR at the last level where the service tine distribution nicy be general up to this level, but must be exponential in this last (semi-infinite) level; i.e., B(x) must
have an exponential tail and we lienote this system by
M/GH/l. Ihe same method can be used to complete the solution for a single level qusue with bulk arrivals.

/

xdB(x)
- t
1 - B(t)

(3.34)

Therefore the mean work in the system is also given by
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i - i

RR, rare, re

- t dt
0

'

(3.35)

D.

■ j icrs, re

•

(4.2)
i -N + 1

RR, FGFS, re

Ihat is, we also peanit RR «t the higheet level if B(x) la
of «ponantial form in the interval a^j < x.
W.-y Ml - B(t)lTMt) y

x . B^) - t dt

(3.36)

v* begin with three exanples fron the system n/w/l. A«
nantioned in Section 2, we have nine disciplines for the
case N - 1. ttiis OOTES about fron Eq (4.') where we allow
any cm of three disciplines at level 1 ami any one of
three disciplines at level 2. As we have shown, the behavior of the average ocndltional respocist: tu e in any particular level is independent of the discipline in all other
levels. In rig. 4.1 we show the behavior of each of the
three disciplines tor the system N - 1.

WiOi no low of generality, we nay Mau»
that the RR discipiine is the lower level queue discipline.
In this case we imm from Bqs. (3.6), (3.31) and W fron
Eq. (2.12) that
\
t

T(t)

1

0 < t <

IN

L. ^ .,*-■"

-ud-oXt-*.)
♦ dri - e
^ ]

(3.37)

t >

Using this expreseicn for T(t) in Eq. (3.36)
\m can solve for d. Since B(x) is arbitrary in the range
0 < t < ^ (and exponential for t > a^,) the eolutlcn is not
expressible in a oospect form. VtNn B(x) is experantial
owsr 0 < x < - the solution is siaplified. In particular
for all txdB(x)

.

/ 1 - B{« " * "

1
(3.38)

M

Iherefore

Vm. J \[l - B(t)lTMt) idt-iy* e^V (t)dt

(3.39)

Now using the Eq. (3.37) for T(t) we have

111

*ua-p)(i-p

Ftjm 4.1.

^

w, - jj (iHT^T
v ..M - -—r + •

*-***

I

Setting W. -

m

oT*

)^u(2-p)(i-p

)

4

It

7

Tinw Pa«ibMi«« for N • 1, M/M/1. (I • 1, X ■ 76, «i - 2

Note that for the case H/M/l we have from Eqs. (2.9), (2.10),
are? (3.33) the follnwlng:
-pa,

£,. - i U - e
■l

- pi^ we essentially have a

?
t

-fa'i
1

) - 0.865

va^

H
-M«i
"i1

J - 1.19

(4.3)

(4.4)

* / (1 - At.. ) - 0.385

(4.5)

Also, for the parameter values chosen, we hove C > 2.42.
Fran Eq. (3.1) we see that the response time for the FB system is aarple -ely independent of the values a. and therefore

j RR, FCFS, FB

Furthermore, in the case M/9V1 we permit

[1

A

-Ma,

In this section we dwnonsiate througti exm^lee the nature of the results we hove obtained. Recall that we have
given explicit solutions for our general model in the case
MAV1 with prooeeeor sharing whsce the allowed sehedulincj
discipUnes within a given level My be either rcrs or re.
Moreover, for this general, system we allow RR at level 1.
That is,for the case M/G/.l,

i ■ 2,3, ..., N + 1

2

■> —IT

a - e

4. EXWPIES

peps, re

I

In this case we have aasuned u • 1, > = 0.75, and a, ■ 2.

|

solution for C. The solution is illustrated later in the
exagples section.

I

RMPOTM

(

"<

(3.40)

.7
-Sj

I

(4.1)

the curve shjun in Fig. 4.1 for this response time is applicable to all of nur M/H/l cases. Note the inflection point
in this cur «e vrtiich results in a linear growth for response
time as t ♦ •• (a phenonenon not observable fron previously
published figures). As can be seen fron its defining equation, the response time for FCFS is linear regardless of the
level; the RR system at level 1 is also linear, but as we
see fron this figure and fron Eq. (3.37) the RR nt level
N + 1 is ncn-linear. Thus one can determine the behavior of
any of nine possible disciplines from Fig. 4.1. Adiri and
Avi-Itahak considered the case (FB, RR) [12].
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Also shown in this figure is a dashed line corresponding to
the FB system ewer the entire range. Clearly, one may select any sequence of FB and PCFS with duplicates in adjacent intervals and the behavior for such system can be
found fron Fig. 4.3. It is interesting to note in the
general M/G/l case with D. « PCFS that we have a solution
for the FB system with finite quantum qi =
a^ where
preenption within a quantum is pfcrmittedl

Continuing with the
H/M/l, we shew in ?ig. 4.2 the
for N = 3 whan D « RR, D, » FB, D, PCFS, and
D. " RR. In this case we hove choeen
i and p - 1,
X ■ 0.75. Vte also show in this figure the case FB ewer the
entire range as a reference curve for oaiparison with this
discipline. Note (in general for H/ti/l) that the response
tine for any discipline in a given level must either coincide with FB curve or lie above it in the early part of the
interval and below it in the latter part of the interval;
this is true due to the conservation law [10].

For cur last exonple we choose the avaton M/E-/1 with
N = 1. In this system we hove
dB(at)

(2U) 2«-2»iX

(4.6)

x > 0

as shown in Fig. 4.4. We note that the mean service time
here is again given
by 1/v; the second monent of this distributicn is 3/2u2. We calculate

E<a -i-ie
v
V
1

•2ija.

1

[1 + 2ua1 + 2(ya1)2l

(4.7)

o.« r

M>l 0.4

Figura 4.2. RoponM Tinw for MI ExwnpU of N - 3, M/M/1,
»i-1.X-0.75,i|-i
0

12

3

4

K

firm 4.4. Swvie* Tim« DMitity for M/E]/1, /i • 1

The third exwple for H/H/l is for the iterated structure D. - PCFS. Once again we have chosen w • 1, X » 0.75,
and a^ - i.

He choose the system N > 1 with Dj = RR and D, = PCFS. For
the cases aj^ ■ l/2ji, 1/v, 2/\x, 4/ii with p = 1 and X = 0.75
we show in Fig. 4.5 the behavior of this system.
D, - KFt

[£
Figur« 4.3. RwpoiM Tinw for th« M/M/1 ItanMd Structura,
/i"l.X-0.7B,i|"i,N--
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Figure 4.5. Ratpon« Tim« for RR, FCFS in M/Ei /I
withM* 1, W).75»nd«= 1/2, 1,2, 4, «>

■ " ■
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Una figure demcnatratM «gain the kind of bahnvior obtainable fron our results as one varies the appicpriate systan
parmeters; once again one may ctooee to discxintinate in a
variety of ways in favor of the short jobs and against the
longer jobs.
5. CXH3JUSICN
Our purpaw has been to generalise results in the modslling «nd analysis of tine-shared aystSMB. The class of system oensidered was the pzoaassor-aharlng systans in which
various disciplines were pemittad at different levels of
attained servioe. The principle results for H/G/l are the
following: (1) The average ocnditional naponae tine at
level i is independent of the queueing discipline at all
other levels; (2) the perfonraroe for the FB discipline at
any U>wl is given by Eq. (3.1); (3) the perfoxmanoe for the
FCFS discipline is linear with t within any levol and is
given by Eq. (3.2); (4) the perfooMnoe for thta RR discipline
at the first level is well-known (81 and ia giwn by Eq.
(3.6); (5) m integral equation for the average ocnditional
reepenae tine for RR at any level (equivalent to bulk arrival
RR) is given by Eq. (3.21) and zsnains unaolved in general.
For WOt/l (exponential tail for t > ^ we have the perfotmanoe for RR at the last level as given by Eq. (3.37).
Exarplee are given which display the behavior of sane of
the poesible systan oenfigurations. From these, we note the
great flexibility available in these multilevel system.
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BUFFER BEHAVIOR FOR BATCH POISSON ARRIVALS AND
SINGLE CONSTANT OUTPUT
Wesley W. Chu
Member, IEEE
ABSTRACT
A queuing model with limited waiting room (buffer), batch (burst)
Poisson arrivals, and a synchronous single server (transmittion channel)
with constant service time (constant transmission rate) is studied. Using
average burst length and traffic intensity as parameters, the relationships
among buffer size, overflow probabilities, and an approximation to the
expected queuing delay of each burst due to buffering are obtained. These
relationships are represented in graphs which provided a guide to the
buffer design problem. A simple example is given which applies thests
results to the design of a buffer system in a time-sharing computer system.
Although the problem discussed this paper arose in studies of design of
statistical multiplexers, the queuing model developed is quite general,
and may be useful for other industrial applications.

The author was with Bell Telephone Laboratories, Holmdel, N.J. He is
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Buffer design is one of the important considerations in communication

systems design, such as multiplexing system, data compression system
etc. The problem of interest is: For a given buffer input traffic characteristics, buffer output transmission rate, what are 1) the relationship
between the overflow probability (the average fraction of the total number
of arriving data rejected by the buffer) and buffer size at various traffic
intensities, and 2) the expected queuing delay due to buffering. Birdsall
2
and later Dor have analyzed the buffer behavior of Poisson input arrivals,
3
and constant output. Chu have further studied the buffer behavior of this
model with multiple outputs.

In many data communication systems, how-

ever, the input traffic are in bursts (strings of characters) rather than in
single characters.

For example, in computer communication systems,

the computer output traffic are in bursts. From measurements of some
4
operating computer systems, Fuchs and Jackson have found that the bursts
arrivals can be approximated as Poi.sson distributed and the burst length
can be approximated as geometrically distributed. The buffer behavior with
bursty input traffic are very different from that of the previous analyzed
models. Therefore, in this paper, a finite waiting room queuing model is
used to study the buffer behavior with bursty traffic inputs. The results
obtained from this study are portrayed in graphs which provided a guide to the
buffer design problem.
II.

ANALYSIS OF BUFFER BEHAVIOR
Le': us define the time to transmit a character from the multiplex line

as a unit service interval and denoted as

JU

. For a line with a transmission

rate R characters per second, then n =1/R seconds per character. Next, we
assume the burst length, X, is geometrically distributed with mean, i = 1/9,
and the number of bursts arrived during a unit service interval Y, is Poisson
distributed with a rate of X bursts per service time. The density functions
of X and Y are as follows:
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fx(i) = e(i -e)^"1

i = 1,2,...

(i)

fy(n) = exp(-X) Xn/n!

n = 0,1,2,.,.

(2)

The total number c f characters that arrived during the time to transmit
a character on the multiplexed line is a random sum and equals
Y

SY1 = E

i=0

X

<3)

i

^

where X., a random variable distributed as (1), is the number of characters
contained in the ith arriving burst, and Y, a random variable distributed as
(2), is the total number of bursts arriving during the unit service interval.
For simplicity in notation, we let S sS .
The characteristic function of S, ^q(u), can be expressed in terms of
the characteristic function of X, ^(u), and X.
0s(u) =exp[-X + X^u)l

(4)

Since the burst lengths are geometrically distributed, the characteristic
function of X is
«x(u) = 9 exp (iu) /(1 - (1 - 9) exp (iu))

(5)

where i = ^-1 . Substituting (5) into (4), then
^Ju) = exp[-X+X9 exp(iu)/(l-(l-Ö) exp(iu))]

(6)

Fron^ (6), it can be shown that the probability density function of j characters
arriving during a unit service interval,
interval Pr(s = j) = ir., is a compound Poisson
distribution as shown in the following:
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k=1

7r.=
0

(7)

exp (- \)

j = 0

The expected value of S is E[S] = E[X]'E[Y] = X/0, and the variance
of S is
var[S] =X{2 - 0)/Ö2
The time required to compute
of j.

(8)
TT

• from (7) is dependent on the size

For larger j (e. g., j > 1000), the computation time could be very-

large and prohibitive,
compute

TT.
J

g

A convenient and less time consuming way to

is from <£Q(u) by using the Fast Fourier Transform invertion

method as follows:

XT. =
3

M
J 0_(r) exp[-27rirj/M]
s
r=i

j = 0, 1, 2, ... ,M-1

(9)

where
r = 2'rru/M
M = total number of input points to represent ^c(r)
o

= total number of output values of

TT.

.

In order to accurately determine (£0(r), it is computed with double pi cision
on the IBM 360/65.

Further, we would like to use as many points as possible

to represent ^„(r); that is, we would like to make M as large as possible,
o

Because of the word length limitation of the computer, double precision
-15
provides 15-digit accuracy. Therefore, when TT. < 10
, it is set equal to
zero.

M is selected such that IT. ^ M
,. < 10
J
different values of X and Z.

.

The M' s are different for

To establish the set of state equations for a buffer size of N characters, we assume that the system has reached its equilibrium.
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the probability that there are exactly n characters in the buffer at the
end of a service interval.

Without loss of generality, we can express

the probability of the number of characters in the buffer at the end of
the unit service interval in terms of the probability of the number present
at the end of the last interval, multiplied by the probability of a given
number of characters arriving during the service interval. As this can
occur in different combinations, we add the probabilities.
n
P

n

= ,r

0Vl

+

p +7r p
2
Vi
l
i n ü.
+
1=1

or
p

n+i = ir0 [upn- 1=1
2 Vi+iPrv'o]-J
n = 0,1, 2, ...,N - 1

(10)

p =1

(ID

N
i=0

i

and
P

UN + 1=0

Equation (10) states that after a service interval, there are n characters
in the buffer if: 1) there were n + 1 characters in the buffer at the beginning
of the service interval, and no character arrived during the service interval;
In queuing theory terminology, the system modeled is one in which there is a
gate between the waiting room and the server, which is opened (and instantaneously closed) at fixed intervals. Hence, p should be understood as
the number of characters (customers) in the buffer at the end of a service
interval and immediately before the gate is opened.
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or 2) i characters in the buffer at the beginning of the service interval, and
n - 1 -i 1 characters arrived during the service interval, i = 1, 2,,.., n; or
3) the buffer is empty and n characters arrived during the service interval.
Since the buffer has a finite size of N, p. >-Nr , -i =0. As a result,
when a character arrives and the buffer is full, an overflow will result.
Consequently, the average character departure-rate from the buffer
(carried load), a, is less than the average character arrival-rate to the
buffer (offered load), ß = X/6. The carried load can be computed from
the probability that the buffer is idle,
a-1 -P0

(12)

The overflow probability of the buffer, the average fractions of the total
number of arriving characters rejectea by the buffer, is then equal to
_
P

of

=

offered load-carried load
.
lo
jz
j-^—■:
= 1 - a/p
r
offered load

.,_.
(13)

Traffic intensity,, p, measures the degree of congestion and indicates
the impact of a traffic stream upon the service streams. It is defined as the
ratio of offered load and unit service interval. Thus,

p = jS/ju « x/{ev) =

(14)

XI/M

Channel (server) utilization, u, measures the fraction of time that the
lines are busy. It can be expressed as
u = (l-Pof)ß/Ai =a/n s p

(15)

Since physically it is impossible for the transmission line to be more than
100 per cent busy, the utilization is limited to a numerical value less than
unity. In the no-loss case, (unlimited buffer size), P

= 0, then u = p.

The set of state Equations (10) is an imbedded Markov Chain.

The

state probabilities can be solved iteratively and expressed in terms of p..
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The value of p_ can be determined from (11). Thus we can find all the state
0
probabilities. The overflow probabilities for various burst lengths can
then be computed from (13). Numerical results are presented in
Figures 1 through 6.

Figure 7 provides the relationship (at P = 10

-ß

)

between burst lengths and buffer sizes for selected traffic intensities.
In the above analysis, we have treated each character as a unit.
However, in computing the expected burst delay, D, due to buffering,
we should treat each burst as a unit.

The service time is now the time

required to transmit the entire burst.

For a line with constant trans-

mission rate, the service time distribution is the same as the burst
length distribution except by a constant transmission rate factor.

Hence,

the service time is also geometrically distributed. When the overflow
probability is very small, a good rpproximation for the expected delay
can be computed from a queuing model with finite waiting room, Poisson
arrivals and single server with geometric service time. The expected
burst delay can be expressed in terms of the expected number of bursts
in the buffer, L, and the effective burst arrival rate, X

eff

= \(1-P J.
-R

When overflow probability is very small, for example, P = 10
D = L/X

f

eil

, then

= L/X which implies that D can be approximated by the exn

pacted burst delay of the infinite waiting room, M/G/l, model.

Hence

_ XE (X2)
X(2-g)
.
...
+
D = zrn
r
o/V
xx/v
character-service
times
2(l-p)
2(0-X)0
2
where E(X ) = second moment of burst length, X. The delays are

/lcx
(16)

computed from (16i for selected traffic intensities and burst lengths.
Their relationships are portrayed in Figure 8.
HI.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
An interesting property of the state probabilities is that for large n

(for example, n =? 10), the state probabilities p and p
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. are related by

a constant; that is, p

/p = K, where K is a function of traffic intensity

and expected burst length as shown in Table I.
TABLE I
VALUES OF K' s AT VARIOUS p •s AND i 's

A"
1
2
4
6
8
10
20
40
60

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.127
0.619
0.818
0.880
0.911
0.935
0.964
0.982
0.988

0.198
0.664
0.842
0.897
0.932
0.939
0.970
0.985
0.989

0.285
0.712
0.867
0.913
0.936
0.949
0,975
0.987
0.992

0.388
0.763
0.892
0.930
0.948
0,959
0.979
0.989
0.993

0.509
0.817
0.918
0.947
0.961
0. 969
0.985
0.992
0.994

0.650
0.874
0.944
0.964
0.974
0.979
0.990
0.994
0.996

0.813
0.935
0.972
0.982
0.987
0.990
0.995
0.997
0.998

The overflow probability depends upon the buffer size, the traffic
intensity, and expected burst length. For a given average buffer length,
the overflow probability increases as the traffic intensely increases (see
Figures 1-6). For a given traffic intensity, as the average burst length
increases, the buffer size has to increase in order to achieve the desired
overflow probability as shown in Figure 7.
In the above analysis, we have assumed that the burst length is
geometrically distributed which takes values from zero to infinity. In
practice, however, the maximum burst length is limited to a finite number
of characters. Because of the long tail effect of the geometric distribution,
the result we obtain here will be more conservative than that of the truncated
geometric distribution.
When the average burst length equals unity, then the result reduces
to the case of Poisson arrivals and constant service time as had been
1
2
analyzed by Birdsall, and Dor. For a given traffic intensity, the required buffer size for average burst lengths ^ (J > 1), N.

to achieve

the same degree of overflow probability is much greater than that for
unity burst length, N ,
difference between N

In general, N > ixN,. As J increases, the
and i x N, increases.
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For example, for p = . 8,
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i= 1, the required buffer size to achieve P .= 10

-6

, is N = 28 characters.

When 1= A, then from Figure 7, N = 212 > 4 x 28 - 112 characters. In the
manner, if ?■ = 20, N

= 1200 > 20 x 28 = 580 characters. This is due to

the fact that the variance of S is proportional to £ as shown in (8). Figure
8 portrays the relationship between expected burst queuing delay and traffic
intensity for selected expected burst lengths. For a given expected burst
length, the expected queuing delay increases as traffic intensity increases;
for a given traffic intensity, the expected queuing delay increases with burst
length. These.are important factors that affect the delay.
In the above model, the data output from the buffer is assumed to be
transmitted on a synchronous transmission system, i.e., the data are taking
out synchronously from the buffer for transmission at each discrete clock
time. The data arriving at the buffer during the period between clock times
have to wait to begin transmission at the beginning of the next clock time,
even the transmission facility is idle at the time of arrival. Tn queuing theory
terminology, the above system implies there is a gate between the server
and waiting room which is opened at fixed intervals. The result derived
from the above system can also be used as a conservative estimate (upper
bound) for the case in which there is no gate between the server and waiting
room, i.e., the line is permitted to transmit the characters arrived during
the service interval. The estimate yield better approximation for the heavy
than light traffic intensity case. Because under heavy traffic case, the line
is usually busy and the characters that arrive during the service interval
have to wait and cannot be serviced during the service interval. The maximum over design of the buffer system with a single transmission line that
permits to transmit characters arrived during service interval is one
character.
IV.

EXAMPLE
Consider the design of a time-sharing computer system with many

remote terminals which employs the Asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing Technique to transmit data from the central processor to the
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user terminals (Figure 9). A typical computer-to-user data stream is
shown in Figure 10, Measuring the traffic statistics from several oper4
ating systems revealed that the burst interarrival time from central
processor to each user can be approximated as exponentially distributed
with a mean of 2, 84 seconds; that is, the bursts can be approximated to
be generated from a Poisson process with a rate of X = 0. 35 bursts/sec.
Further, the burst length can also be approximated as geometrically
distributed with a mean of £ = 20 characters. All the terminals are
assumed to be independent and to have identical traffic characteristics.
A reasonable and couservative estimate is that 20 per cent of the transmitted information is to be used for addressing and framing.

Under

these conditions, suppose a full duplex transmission line that transmits
480 char/sec is used to provide communications from the central processor to the 46 terminals, then the traffic intensity p = 1. 2 • 46 «X • i /y ~ 0. 8.
-8
To achieve f.n overflow probability of 10 , from Figure 7, we find that the
required buffer size is 1,650 characters.

From Figure 8, the expected

queuing delay for each burst is 80 character-service times, or 80/480 =
0.167 seconds.
Suppose now we changed our transmission rate from 480 to 960
char/sec; then the traffic intensity p « 0.4.

The corresponding required
-8
buffer size in order to achieve an overflow probability of 10 is 580 characters, and the delay is 13 character-service times or 14 milliseconds.
Thus, these results provide insight regarding the trade off between transmission costs and storage costs as well as the relationship between expected
burst queuing delays with transmission rates.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1

Buffer Length Versus Overflow Probabilities, i=2 Characters

Figure 2

Buffer Length Versus Overflow Probabilities, i=4 Characters

Figure 3

Buffe ' Length Versus Overflow Probabilities, jj=10 Characters

Figure 4

Buffer Length Versus Overflow Probabilities, I =20 Characters

Figure 5

Buffer Length Versus Overflow Probabilities, i =40 Characters

Figure 6

Buffer Length Versus Overflow Probabilities, i=60 Characters

Figure 7

Buffer Length Versus Average Burst Length, P = 10

Figure 8

Traffic Intensity Versus Expected Burst Queuing Delay

Figure 9

Asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing System for

-fi

Time-Sharing Computer Communications
Figure 10

Asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing Data Stream
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SELECTION OF OPTIMAL TRANSMISSION RATE
FOR STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXORS*
Wesley W. Chu
Computer Science Department
School of Engineering and Applied Science
University of California
Los Angeles, California
Summary
In the design of statistical multiplexors for
computer communication networks or time
sharing systems, one of the important considerations is the design trade-off between transmission rate and buffer size. For a given traffic
arrival rate and required system performance
(buffer overflow probability and buffer queuing
delay), the higher the transmission rate of the
channel, the lower the required buffer size but
higher communication cost. Assuming the relationships among overflow probability, queuing
delay, and buffer size are known, a model is
developed in this paper to determine the optimal
transmission rate for a statistical multiplexing
system such that the operating cost (defined as
the sum of communication costs and storage
costs) is minimum yet also satisfies the required
system performance.
Introduction
In order to reduce communications cost in
computer Communications systems, rhe
Asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing technique has been proposed. ' In designing such
a statistical multiplexing system, one of the
important cost trade-off considerations is the
selection of optimal transmission rate for the
communications channel. Traffic intensity, p,
is commonly used to measure the congestion of
the line and can be computed as the ratio of the
input traffic load, ß, to the transmission rate
of the channel, R. For a given ß (in same unit
as R), a higher transmission rate channel yields
a lower traffic intensity, and thus requires a
smaller buffer size. On the other hand, a lower
transmission rate channel yields a higher traffic
intensity and requires a larger buffer size,2,3
Thus, there is a trade-off between communications cost and buffer storage cost in the design
of statistical multiplexors. Assuming the relationships among overflow probability, expected
queuing delay due to buffering, traffic intensity,
and buffer size are known, and we are given the
input traffic load and communication distance d,
the problem is to operate the multiplexing
"This research was supported by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency of the Department of
Defense (DAHC 15-69-C-0285).
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system at an optimal traffic intensity. This
problem is equivalent to selecting the transmission rate of the communication channel such that
the operatlnp cost (defined as the sum of transmission cost and storage cost) Is minimized
subject to achieving required multiplexing performance, e.g., that overflow probability and
average queuing delay due to buffering be less
than certain values.
In this paper, an analytical model is developed to analyze this problem.
Analysis
The operating cost of a statistical multiplexing system, C, can be separated Into two
parts — communication cost and storage cost.
For a given distance, the communications cost
depends upon the transmission rate of the channel. Hence, for a given input traffic load and
distance, the transmission cost is related to the
traffic intensity of the channel. The higher the
traffic intensity, i.e., the lower the transmission rate, the lower the communications cost.
Thus, the communications cost per month, Ct(p)
is a monotonic decreasing function of p as shown
in Figure 1, Further, Ct(p) can be easily generated from ß and the channel costs of the set of
available transmission rates. Since there is a
practical upper limit on the available transmission rates, p can never reach zero. We sh..';denote the minimum p as pmin. To represent
Ct(p) as a mathematical expression, the least
squares polynomial curve fitting technique' may
be used, i.e.,
2
L
n
Ct(p) = a0+ ajp + a2f
,p, +... + a.p +a o
"1"
for p

min

S p< 1

(1)

n.
where a, ■ constant coefficients, 1 ■ 1,2,
Since only a limited number of transmission
rates exist or planned, the set of points {(pj,
Ct(pj)) j ■ 1,2,.. .}can be determined and used
to solve for the a^'s in (1) for each distance d.
To achieve a certain probability of overflc" v,
P0f, at a certain traffic intensity p, the require
buffer size, N(p, P0f) is dependent upon the
message characteristics and the channel transmission rate. The quantitative relationships

'*-'\\

■

,

of N(p, P0f) with p and P0£ can b« obtained
from an analysis of a queuing model with
a finite waiting room. For example, when the
messages can be approximated as Possion arrivals and the message length is (.eowetrically
didtributed, the buffer behavior has been analyzed in Reference 2. The relationship between
buffer size with traffic intensity at a given probability of overflow can be obtained. Few typical
of such relationships are portrayed in Figure 2.
We note that the required buffer size increases
with traffic intensity and is a monotonic increasing function of p. Further, the required buffer
.•aze increases when allowable buffer overflow
probability decreases.

D(p) S Da la equivalent to p S Pniax where pma?t
is the maximum allowable traffic intensity such
that the expecting queuing delay is still less than
or equal to the maximum allowable delay. Pmax
can be obtained either from the buffer delay
characteristic curves*«2 or from the analytical
expression of expected delay function. For most
multiplexing system, the buffer is designed to
allow very small overflow probability — less than
10~4. Thus, using the analytical expression of
expected queuing delay derived from infinite
waiting room to determine Pm« yield« a good
approximation. Thus (4) can be further reduced
to
nun C(p) = min(a0+ a. p +... + a. p I,]
P
for p
min £p
max

The storage cost per month is then equal to
Hie monthly cost* of a unit of storage, C^,
multiplied the required buffer size, N(p, P0f).
i.e., Cs(p) « Cb • N(p,Pof). To represent
N(p, P0f) as a mathematical expression at a
, ivcn overflow probability, we shall again use
lite least squares polynomial fitting technique.
Thus,
m.
c (p)lC ,lb +b p +
+
+b
ni

b

8

o

i

for p

min

V ---

where / ■ max[m(n]
a + b

i

01

For a given input traffic load, required
buffer overflow probability, and transmission
distance, the operating cost is the algebraic
sum of (1) and (2). Thus,
(3)

C = min C(p) - min (C (p) + C (p)J
p

subject to D(p) S D

a

for p

. Sp<l
min

b

for 0 iSk

=

' 't»mln[m,n]
i > k and n > m

i > k and n < m

There are many methods that can be used
to numerically solve (5) and to obtain p0, such
as convex nonlinear programming,6 geometric
programming' (if all the or^'s are positive), or
finding the set of p's that satisfy [dC(p)/dp] - 0
and pmin S p S PmSiil' P0 is the one that minimizes the cost function (5).

We wish to minimize C(p) with respect to p
and subject to the delay requirements; that is,

^

C

Let us now study the property of (S). Geometrically we know that Cs(p) is a monotonic
decreasing function of p. Thus the sum of these
two functions, C(p) is a convex function of p as
shown in Figure 3. The least squares fitting of
the functions Cs(p) and Ct(p) might introduce
noise in the function, however, if enough terms
are used to represent these functions, C(p) can
be approximated as a convex function of p. This
assures a unique optimal traffic intensity, p0,
exists that yields minimum operating cost.

(2)

where b. ■ constant coefficients, i'l, 2,..., m.

C(p) = Cs(p) + Ct(p) for pm.nS p < 1

i

i '

Vcb

n/

p<l

(5)

(4)

wlicre
D(p) - expected queuing delay of each message due to buffering
D
« maximum allowable expected queuing
delay of each message

The optimal channel transmission rate for
the statistical multiplexor, R0, can be computed
from p0 and input traffic load 0; that is,
R0'ßlp0

Note that the overflow probability requirement
is satisfied automatically as (2) is represented
from the corresponding overflow probability.

bits/sec

(6)

Discussion of Model
From (3), we noticed that for the case in
which the transmission distance between computers and/or terminals is very short, then
the communication cost, compared to the storage cost, is relatively low., As a result, the
storage cost becomes the dominant factor that

Since in almost all the queuing models,
l>{p) is a monotonic increasing function of p.
The monthly cost of a unit of storage can be
computed from the life of the system.
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influences the selection of the optimal transmission rate. Under this case, the statistical mutlplexor Is said to be storage bound. On the other
hand, when the transmlssiot. distance is very
long, then the transmission cost becomes the
dominant factor that affects the selection of optimal channel transmission rate. The multiplexor is then said to be channel bound. Under
certain transmission distance, (e.g. Figure 3)
both transmission cost and storage cost carry
equal weight in the selection of the optimal
transmission rate, the multiplexor is then said
to be operated under balanced condition.

formulation of the model can also be solved
geometrically, as shown in Figure 3. By
properly selecting the channel transmission
rate, the statistical multiplexor will operate at
optimal traffic intensity and so yields the minimum operating cost yet satisfying the system
performance requirements. The model should
provide a useful guide line in selecting the optimal channel transmission rate for the
Asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing
systems.

Although the model Introduced in this paper
is mainly for a statistical multiplexor that has
a single transmission line output, it can be
generalized to that of the multiple transmission
lines case. Ct(p) in (3) should now be viewed as
the total transmission cost of the multiple transmission lines as a function of traffic Intensity.
Cs(p) is the storage cost of the buffer (with
multiple outputs) to achieve a desired level of
probability of overflow. For a given system
configuration; i.e., the number of output transmission lines and their transmission rate, based
on the above model, the optimal transmission
rate and the corresponding operating cost can be
determined. We are fiow not only treat the
design tn' e-off between storage cost and transmission cost, but also should consider the
trade-off between various system configurations
such as whether we should use more slower transmission rate lines or fewer high transmission rate
lines. The optimal system configuration is
the one that yields minimum operating cost
among the set of possible system configurations.

W.W. Chu, "A Study of Asynchronous Time
Division Multiplexing Technique for Computer Communications," Proceedings of the
Second International Conference on System
Science, pp. 607-010, Jan. 22-24, 1960,
Honolulu, Hawaii.

Conclusion
An analytical model has developed to treat
the cost trade-off between buffer storage cost
and channel transmission cost. The choice of
optimal channel transmission rate depends on
many parameters, such as the input traffic load,
transmission distance, required buffer overflow
probability, maximum allowable expected queuing delay, cost of unit of storage, transmission
cost per miles per month, and availability of
channel transmission rates. These parameters
closely interact with each other. The analytical
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APPENDIX F
COMPUTER NETWORK STUDIES
In the study of the performance of networks of corrputers such as the
ARPA Network, the basic performance of the total system will be governed,
on the lowest level, by the message handling capability of the store-andforward comnunlcation network Interconnecting the conputers.

In order to

analyze the message handling capability of the network, message routing
strategies within the network must be examined.

Before routing is examined,

one must first be able to model and analyze the network performance either
mathematically or via simulation.
Fran the above requirements, we have detennined six areas which should
be Investigated to determine the comnunication network message handling
capability.

These areas are:

1.

Comnunication network Performance measures

2.

Store-and-forward comnunication network modelling

3.

Message routing techniques

M.

Message flow control and acknowledgnent procedures

5.

Computer network simulation

6. Network topological design
Of these six items, we have actively pursued Investigation of the first five
items and are now beginning investigation of the sixth.

The following dis-

cussion and presentation of results will, for the most part, assume a fixed
network topology with 50 KBPS comnunication links, with IMPS as nodes, and
with HOSTS as the sources and sinks of messages.
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As Kleinrock pointed out, one of the basic goals In the design of
connunlcatlon networks Is to

minimize

T ■>] -=■ T.
i=iY
1

(1)

capacity assignment'
routing procedure
priority discipline
topology

subject to a cost constraint.

Here T Is the average message delay, X. Is

the average number of messages per second arriving at channel 1, T^ Is the
delay sufferred at channel 1, and y Is the total arrival rate of messages
entering the network from external sources.
Before the minimization of T can be carried out, we must first determine
the validity of Eq. (1) in predicting the average message delay for storeand-forward connunlcatlon networks and then understand how the minimization
parameters effect T.
I.

Store-and-Forward Conmunlcation Network Perfonnance Measures
We have formulated ccmrunication network performance measures which

can be related to either mathematical models or to simulation experiments.
The measures are:
1.

Average message delay for the network

2.

Average message delay for a particular source HOST-destlnatlon
HOST pair
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3.

Bounds on the P

(average message delay > T0).

4.

Node storage requirements.

5.

Packet blockage due to finite node storage.

6.

How the routing doctrine, queue structures, message priorities, node storage size, network connectivity, and message
blocking effect message throughput in the network.

In order to calculate those parameters which effect the performance
measures, we must be able to model the network in order to make it amenable to mathematical analysis.

II.

Store-and-Forward Connunication Network Modelling
Listed below are some of the models we have been considering and

the analytical results we have obtained.
A.

Average Message Delay Model
Ihe basic problem is to calculate the average message delay as

given by Eq. (1).

We have assumed a priority system where acknowledgnents

have the highest priority, singlepacket messages the next lowest priority,
and long message, the lowest priority.
given at a design point.

The traffic matrix entries are

We will then consider scaling all entries in

the traffic matrix by RE (the effective rate).
design point.

RE » 1 corresponds to the

We will also assume that the mix of short messages and long

messages is given by M and 1 - M, respectively.
1.

Short Message Model (maximum of one packet each)
Ihe equation for the calculation of the average message delay

is given by
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"li^r + WRi)+^i + Tcpu]

Wi)

where

Ü-

P

I

\

(l-p, )

. !i

and

+

(2)

+ T

CPU

+ C
r
&
P
1

(1-0. -op )

X -

^A

~
yp

R

l

BT**

R. is the data rate In line i and R, is the data rate flowing In the
opposite direction of the fully duplexed line i

N

C

■

Channel capacity of all lines in bits per sec.

Up ■ El Packet Length! in bits
c

P »

Vi. -

Packet coefficient of variation
Acknowledgnent length in bits

TL. ■ Propagation time of line i
And T

" The average processing time of a packet by the cpu routine in

each node.

Figures 1 through 4 show the theoretical and experimental results
for T versus RE for four different network configurations.

These results

show that Eq. (2) is a reasonably accurate prediction of the average
message delay.
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2.

Long Message Model
In the long message model, messages can be two through eight

packets In length.

In addition, files can be composed of many messages.

Here we wish to calculate the average message delay.

For file structures,

the average message delay is calculated assuming all messages contained in
the file are created at the same time.

Message reassembly time must also

be considered.
The model, denoted as Ml, is £:iven by

r+ \tW + ^i+ Tcpu
(
'M
M-£ir r

T

+

VW

+TL

I

+

Tcpu

+ T.cpu

+ T

cpu

^

m

Tp • Average message delay for single packet message's
TM ■ Average message delay for long messages and files
MJ^J

■ length of a full packet in bits

Wp (Rpl^)

*k

n^ ?r+ ^ r ^+

C )

P

(i - p. ) (i - p.

+

\(1 + S^ r
- pD )

\ '—c—
i ,

\W'i A1r
p

Mu.

y.

FL

Wp

^

L

2. ^M

+p

p1r(1 + cp) + pM1(1 +V^

(1 - p.

A

i

- pp ) (1 - P. - Pp - PM )
r
Ä
W
i
i
*!
i
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R_ - Node I Input data rate fracn Its host
m

PT

J
WT

Cj

% of RT destine to node J which flows on line 1

- E[message length] destine to node J from node I on line 1

2 - —4'A

-

Coefficient of variation

RAT ■ Average message reassembly time

In d jdition to this model, we have considered a second model, denoted
as M2, which will not be discussed In detail.
sults of M2 will be presented.

Only the carputational re-

Table 1 shows the theoretical and experi-

mental results for the long message case and TSable 2 shows the results for
the file transmission case.

Prom the tables, we see that Tp is reasonably predicted, but the
theoretical predictions for TM are generally too snail.

Improved models to

predict Tw are currently being developed.

B. Node Storage Sizing
Let us now consider the average storage ÜL required per unit time
for each node I In the net and the VAFKS-).

For each packet flowing through a node, we determine the amount of
time Tg the packet requires storage (assuning L bits in the packet).
packets arriving at a rate X. per sec. ,
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TABI£ 1
LONÜ MESSAGE TRANSMISSION MOEEL
M - 0.0

M - .25
Tp(msec) T^msec)

RE

Model

1.0

M2

^8.2

158.91*

Simulation

50.9
56.6

270.19
178.9

Ml

TM(insec)
188.1
258.2
188.1*

TABLE 2
F11E TRANSMISSION MODEL

RE

Model

M2
.75

.9

1.0

Simulation
Ml

M - .85
Tp(msec) TM(sec)
^7.3
17.8
60.3

M - .75
Tp(msec) TM(sec)

M - 0
TM(insec)

^5.2
1419.2
H66.8

M2
Simulation

K9.6
50.6

Ml

67.5

^51.9
552.6
188.4

M2
Simulation

51.6
60.6

159.9
806.5

55.1
61.7

Ml

73.8

511.7

81.7
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167.9
790.3
537.8

615.8
807.1
615.8
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Tc , with Its associated \. and L. must be calculated for three separate
cases:

(a) packets arriving on node Input lines, (b) packets exiting on node

output lines, and (c) packets being transferred between the node and Its
associated HOST.

Theoretical equations have been derived for 27 for the single packet
message case and some preliminary hand computations have shown that the
theoretical model and simulation results agree very well.
for aQ

When the analysis

Is completed, these equations will be programned and computed as a

function of the effective net data rate RE.

We must extend the model to include the effect of long messages.

C.

For the rest of the performance messages listed In Section I, only a

small amount of effort has been expended to date on their calculation.
Therefore, no definitive results are worth mentioning at this time.
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Message Routing Techniques
We have classified message routing techniques Into three categories:
1.

Fixed routing techniques.

2.

Local Routing techniques.
a) A node only has Information about network congestion
and delay fron messages passing through It.
b) A node has the same Information as (a) above plus Its
queue lengths and has access to Its nearest neighbor
node delay tables.

3.

Global routing techniques.
a) Network routing control center (NROC).

The NRCC calcu-

lates routing tables for each node In the network.
b) Ideal observer routing.

Knowing the events which will

occur In the future, calculate the message routing to
minimize T.

Ihls Is a scheduling problem.

The analysis problems being considered are:

1.

Routing algorithm specification.

2. Routing algorithm performance measures.
a) T (function of routing algorithm).
b) Stability and convergence of the algorithm.
c) Looping phenomenon (packets trapped In loops).
d) Adaptability of the algorithm to network changes.
3.

Interrelationship between specific routing algorithms and the
network topology.
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Rand has extensively Investigated the local, type A, routing algorithms.

To date, we have Investigated the fixed routing algorithms and

the local, type B, routing algorithms.

Below, we discuss our results In

more detail.

Fixed Routing Techniques
1.

Evaluation of average message delay.

The results of this Investi-

gation were presented In Section II.
2.

Fixed routing matrix solution technique.

Problem

N X,

Minimize T(PE)
{R.M.}

T
?,r
i
1-1

subject to link capacity constraints C. ■ C.
matrix for the network.

(3)

R.M. Is the fixed routing

This problem Is essentially a multlconmodlty flew

problem with non-linear cost constraints.
The computational technique for this algorithm will not be given here,
but is rather simple and requires few Iterations.
results of the algorithm.

Figure 5 shows the

Each curve represents T versus RE for the R.M.

that minimized Eq. (3) at a specific value of RE.

The lower envelope of

all the curves then represents the solution to Eq. (3) for all RE.

The

only theoretical solution point we know is Tgp, the solution to any of
the shortest path algorithms for RE ■ 0.0.
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Conments on the operation of the algorithm follow.
solution to Bq. (3) for the K

Let TK be the

iteration of the algorithm.

1.

Par small RE, the algorithm converges (TK+, ■ IV,).

2.

For medium RE, the T^'s oscillate in sane random manner.
5y letting K be large, we can find T ■ Min

3.

(TQ,^,

..., TK).

For large RE, the algorithm wants rore line capacity than
is available.

We intend to modify the algorithm to improv? Its operation.

Local, Type B, Routing Techniques
All of the local routing algorithms qperate in a similar manner.
delay table is constructed in each node as shown in Figure 6.

A

The entries

Tj(N,K) are the estimated delays to go from node J to node N, exiting the
node an line K.

The best route would be selected by picking the line

number whose row entry is minlmum for the selected row (destination).
We have considered two types of local algorithms.

The first is

called the periodic updating algorithm and the second is called the asynchronous algorithm.

Periodic Updating Algorithm Operation
1.

Routing is held fixed for K Msec.

2.

Then modify the delay tables by the change in the line
queue lengths during the K Msec, period.

3.

Form a vector M which contains the minimum T's from each row.

*♦.

Transmit the M to all nearest neighbors.
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5.

When a node receiving the M's fron its neighbors, it
adds its current queue length plus a delay factor Dp to
all entries and places it in the proper column of its
delay table.

6.

After all M's are received, find the line number for
each destination which corresponds to the minimum delay
estimate for a row.

7.

Hold this fixed route selection for the next K Msec.

This algorithm suffers from looping and is only stable for Dp > a
couple of E[packet lengths] for K ■ 500 Msec.

The parameter Dp controls

the degree of alternate routing.

Asynchronous Updating Pouting Algorithm Operation
1.

Minimum delay route picked on a per packet basis.

2.

Delay tables are constantly updated by queue length changes.

3.

If delay table entries change by more than a preset threshold,
the vector M is formed, and the node's nearest neighbors are
informed of the change.

*».

If a node receives a vector M, the delay table is updated
as in Step 5 of the periodic updating algorithm.

The algorithm's stability is a function of Dp and the threshold
setting.
Figure 7 shows the performance of the adaptive routing techniques
for the 19-node net shown in Figure 1 and for RE ■ 1.0.

An attenpt was
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made to suppress looping In the periodic updating algorithm, but did not
slgiiflcantly Inprove the perfomance of the algorithm.

We are continuing

the Investigation of this class of routing algorithms.

IV.

Message Flow Control and Acknowledgnent Procedures
Strategies must be specified to aid in the control of message flow

through the network.

These strategies will be coupled into the routing

doctrine and models.

Seme of the facets which are being considered are:

1.

Node input choking.

2.

Message priarities.

3.

Links down.

^.

Nodes down.

5.

Node storage not available for relay traffic.

6.

Information to be carried by acknowledgnent messages.

7.

Classes of messages used only for network control functions.
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DYNAMIC STORAGE ALLOCATION FOR BINARY SEARCH TREES
IN A IWO-IEVEL MEMORY

by

Richard Muntz and Robert Uzgalis
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DYNAHIC STORAGE ALLOCATION FCP BINARY SEARCH rftEES
IN A TWO-LEVEL HEHORY

Richard nuntz and Robert Uzgalis
Department of Computer Science,
School of Engineering and Applied Science,
University of California, Los Angeles.

Summary
Binary search trees have long been recognized as useful
structures for storing and retrieving data.
When the tree is too
large to be stored in main memory, the cost of accessing portions
of the tree in secondary storage becomes a critical problem. It
is assumed here that transmissions from secondary storage to main
memory are accomplished in fixed size units called pages.
In
this paper we propose an heuristic for allocating storage to the
nodes of the search tree so as to minimize the average number of
page reguests necessary to search the tree. This method of
allocation is compared with a seguential allocation algorithm.
Experimental and analytic results are presented.
Introduction
In the binary search trees we consider, each node contains a
data item. In many applications the data items to be stored are
not all available initially but are received in some arbitrary
order. It is this latter case we assume in this paper.
It is
clear that when the tree is constructed dynamically as the data
is received, the structure of the tree is determined by the order
in which the data arrives. An example is text analysis in which
the data is the word to be stored. The purpose might be to count
the number of occurrences of words in the text vocabulary.
Although many common words may be placed in the tree initially
(viz.
'a*,
•the')
most of the vocabulary will be added to the
tree as it is encountered in the text.
When the search tree can be store! in main memory tne most
important characteristic of the tree is the average number of
nodes that must be interrogated to locate a data item.
However,
when the tree is stored in secondary storage the average number
of accesses to secotdary storage becomes the critical measure of
performance.
It will be assumed here that seconiiry storage
consists of a seguenre of fixed sized blocks called pages.
Each
access to secondary storage is a regnest for one page to be
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transmitted to >ain memory. The time required to search the tree
will be largely a function of the number of distinct pages that
are referenced in a search path, i.e.
the number of page
transitions.
The number of pages referenced is determined
partially by the method of allocating storage to nodes. Since
the tree grows dynamically the method of allocation must be
dynamic.
£escii£ti£n_o£_All2£atifij}_ls£ji|)4(3u£S
Me now describe two methods of allocating storage to nodes as
they are added to the tree.
The first method, Ssguential
Allocdtion. ignores page boundaries and allocates storage for new
nodes in consecutive locations as they are received. This is
certainly the most straight forward allocation scheme.
Note
however that the nodes on a given page are related by locality in
the input sequence and not necessarily by locality in the tree.
The second method. Grouped Allocation, explicitly takes page
boundaries into consideration. When adding a node to the tree we
first locate the node to which the new node will be linked. This
node will be the father of the new node in the search tree.
If
the father node is on a partially filled page then the new node
is allocated space on this page. If the father is on a full page
then a new page is allocated to the tree and the new node is
allocated at the beginning of this page.
The first node
allocated on a page is called the mj node for that page.
Note
that, only nodes in the subtree of the seed node will be
allocated to this page. It is clear from this description that
nodes on the same page will be related by locality in the search
tree and intuitively we expect this scheme to result in fewer
page transitions.
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An example is given
schemes just described.
£iS§-liJS£

=

below to illustrate the two allocation

^ nodes

ii£iJt_seauence 10, 6, 12, 5, 15, 9, 2, 13.

5fi3JlSIlli3i_Aii2£5ii211

1
PAGE I

Öä
>K
s^
\PA6E 2^
s~y
Vv
yD
®
(i)

1

—

d)

*
(

i5)

The dotted areas indicate nodes on the same page. If all
nodes are accessed with equal probability the average number
of page transitions in a search is 15/8.
£iaJi£ed_ Allocation

Average number of page transitions in a search is 13/8,
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The grouped allocation s ,hene will in general result in extra
pages allocated for storage of the tree.
However, a
inple
modification can be made to the algorithm which effectively
eliminates this disadvantage.
Since this modification would
complicate the comparison of the methods unnecessarily, we will
first discuss results for the two schemes as described.
The
modification to the grouped allocation tecbnigue will be discussed later.
CoiS£älison_oi_Jlliocätion-Tg2hni3]ies
Analytic.. Mod els
We will need the following definitions find results. The nodes
of the binary search tree will be called ifltfrnal^nodes.
For
every internal node that has a null left (right) llnk'we add an
external Jfifli as tl»e left (right) successor of that node.
In the
illustration below the circular nodes are the internal nodes and
the sguare nodes are the external nodes.

He define the path length to a node (either int ernal or
external) as the number of internal n odes on the path f rom the
root of the tree to that node. The averaae_internal_Je xternalj,
(e xtcrnal)
r^iil_i£l}fliiJ is the average path lengt h to an internal
node.
For example, the root itse If has a path length of one.
Given that a binary search tree conta ins N internal nodes , there
are N! seguences in which these node s could have been en tered in
the tr^c-w
Each of these seguences we assume is egually likely,
Formulas for the average internal and external path lengt hs, over
all possible input seguences have bee n derived by Hibba rd» and
are given below.
For a binary search tree containing N internal nodes the
average internal path length, denoted by Jf (N) , is approximately
jf(N) « 1.« log (li)~1.7
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For a binary search tree containing _N internal nodes the
average external path length, denoted by J* (&)* is approxinately
/• (N) =J|.(N)+1 - l-« log (N)-0.7
Seguential^Alipcatign
We have developed the following analysis to estimate the mean
number of page transitions necessary to locate a node when the
sequential allocation scheme is used. Let N be the number of
nodes in the tree and let p be the number of nodes in a page.
The nodes are assumed to be referenced with the same frequency.
Let r be some positive integer. After rp nodes have been
entered in the tree, the range of key values has been partitioned
into rp+1 regions. Of the next p nodes to be add ed to the tree,
only those that fall in the same region will be linked together
in the tree. For a moderate value of r we would expect very few
nodes in the page to be linked together,
We will use the
approximation that after the first two pages each node that is
interrogated on a search path requires a new page reference.
This choice was made to simplify the analysis,
Clearly this
approximation will lead to a somewhat pessimistic estimate of the
mean number of page references.
Nodes in the first page require only one page reference in
their search paths. Nodes in the second page require two page
references in their search paths. The nodes in the other pages
require a reference to page one since the root of the tree is in
page one. However, a reference to page two may not be necessary.
It is shown below that for nodes outside the first two pages an
average of approximately three-fourths will have search paths
which pass through the second page (i.e. at least one node on
the search path is in the second page).
Therefore these nodes
have an average of 1.75 page references to pages one and two.
A complete formal proof of this statement would be rather long
so we offer the following simplified argument. Consider N boxes
labled in order with the N data keys of the search tree. Let the
p nodes in the first page be represented by p tlack balls and the
p nodes in the second page be represented by p red balls.
Placing these 2p balls in the boxes in some random order, no more
than 1 ball to a box, represents the tree after the first two
pages are filled. Now consider an empty box (which represents a
node that will be outside of pages one and two). We leave it to
the reader to show that the path to this node will contain a node
from page two if and only if the first filled box to the left 01
right of this box contains a red ball (i.e. the cozresponding
node in page two). Since there are an equal number of red and
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black balls and
the first filled
is approximately
the first filled

they are distributed randonly the probability of
box to the left (or right) coütaining a red ball
1/2. Therefore the probability of a red hall in
box in either direction is approximately 3/4.

For that portion of the search path that is outside pages one
and two, we assume that each node requires a page reference.
Therefore we need to calculate the mean path length for nodes
outside the first two pages and then subtract the mean length of
the portion of the search path in pages one or two.
Let the mean path length of nodes outside of pages one and two
be denoted by L. Then

.

Tin) .2£r(2p). + ^L
'L"N^pXI(N)-^T(2p)];'

The mean length that must be subtracted from L is just the
mean external path length for a tree with 2p nodes, i.e. Jt* (2p) .
Therefore the average number of page references required by nodes
outside the first two pages, denoted by a, is

a - l./S + L - r(2p)
a

'

U75 +

using

Kkm ~ Tpi?p

T(2P)

I'("2p) - I(2p) + l

" T^2P) :

we get

a -,0.75 .+ N^p U(N) - T(2p)]
Since we also know the number of page references required by
nodes'in pages one and two, we can compute the average numkec of
page references for the entire tree (denoted S(N,p)).

^(N.P)

pH-2p^2p)CQ.75^|4k fflN)-I(2p))3

?(N,p)

3^. « 0>75^1f5p

?(N.p)

0.75 tl^Ef 1.4 'log2 (|-)

+ T(N)

.

T(2p)

Gcou£ed_Allocation
In the grouped allocation technique each page contains the top
portion of a subtree in the search tree. The average internal
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path length in the search tree can be approxinated by» 1.4 log^N)
-1.7.
The average external path length within a page is
similarly approximated by 1.4 logz(p)-0.7.
Therefore a crude
estimate of the average number of page transitions in a search
path (denoted G(N,p)) is

^

P)

■ K4log (p).O.y

These two formulas and experimental results for M - 20U8 and
various page sizes are illustrated in figure 1.
Hodified_Grou£_Allocation
As mentioned previously the grouped allocation scheme can
result in many sparsely filled pages allocated to the search
tree. If the total size of the search tree is known or can be
estimated the grouped allocation scheme can be modified to limit
the number of pages allocated. The method is simply to allocate
new pages to seed nodes until there are no more pages available.
After this, seed nodes are allocated to partially full pages.
The selection of a page in which to plant the seed node is
selected so as to distribute them evenly in the partially full
pages.
In figure 2 we illustrate the results of an experiment in
which the number of pages available was varied from the minimum
(i.e.
fN/pl )
to an unlimited number of pages. Use of the
minimum number of pages to store the tree resulted in a slight
increase in page transitions.
This seems to indicate that the
beneficial effects the method are due to the early stages of
allocation.
The lowest curve in figure 2 is the minimum average
number of page references possible. The formula for this lower
bound is discussed below.
Let N be the number of nodes in the search tree. Then there
are at least fN/pl pages in which ' the tree is stored.
Now
consider a page tree in which each node corresponds to a page,
there are p nodes of the original tree on each page and thus the
tree will be a (p+1)-ary tree. The average path length in this
page tree is the average number of page transitions reguired per
search.
The average path length in the page tree will be
minimized if it is balanced. A slight variant of a formula from
Knuth2 gives the average path length in a balanced (p+1)-ary tree
of n a ft/p) nodes as

i |(n.l)q.((P^C-(^1)V| *1
where
qHLogp+1 (pn + 1)J
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It is interesting that our experimental data indicates that
the grouped allocation scheme results in only 10 to 20X more page
references than this lower bound. This is particularly interesting since part of the difference is due to the fact that the
search tree is not balanced in general.
ZüEtjie^jjjeduction^o^^a^g^References
It is clear that if all of the search tree is in secondary
storage the average number of page references must be greater
than or egual to one.
From the formula for G(N,p), we see that
for p ■ sgrt(N) the mean number of page references is approxiraately 2.
But one of these page references can be elim inated if
the first page (i.e. containing the peak of the search tree) is
retained permanently in memory.
A buffer of size p is also
necessary to temporarily store pages brought in from secondary
storage.
Therefore, with a dedicated portion of main memory of
size 2p ( or 2 sqrt(N) ) the average number of page fau Its will
be close to one. For example, if N = 40,000 nodes an d p « 200
only IX of the tree or 400 nodes need be stored in main meuiory to
achieve a near minimum of page references.
Conclusion
We have described two met hods of dynamic storage allocation
for trees in a paged en vironment.
The grouped allocation
technique which we developed was shown to reduce the average
number of page references per search over a wide range of page
sizes. With a slight modifi cation to the scheme no extra storage
is necessary. With a large search tree it is possible to reduce
the number of references to secondary storage to close to one by
keeping one or two percent o f the tree in main memory.

This research was supported by the National Science Foundation
(GJ-809) and the Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DAHC15-69-C-0285). Computing support was provided by
UCLA Campus Computing Network. Reproduction in whole or in part
is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government.
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